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Abstract

Buffer tanks are widely used within the process industry to prevent flow varia-
tions from being directly propagated throughout a plant. The capacity of the
tank is used to smoothly transfer inlet flow upsets to the outlet. Ideally, the tank
thus works as a low pass filter where the available tank capacity limits the achiev-
able flow smoothing.

For infrequently occurring upsets, where the system has time to reach steady
state between flow changes, the averaging level control problem has been exten-
sively studied. After an inlet flow change, flow filtering has traditionally been
obtained by letting the tank level deviate from its nominal value while slowly
adapting the outlet to cancel out the flow imbalance and eventually bringing
back the level to its set-point. The system is then again in steady state and ready
to surge the next upset. By ensuring that the single largest upset can be handled
without violating the level constraints, satisfactory flow smoothing is obtained.

In this thesis, the smoothing of frequently changing inlet flows is addressed. In
this case, standard level controllers struggle to obtain acceptable flow smoothing
since the system rarely is in steady state and flow upsets can thus not be treated
as separate events. To obtain a control law that achieves optimal filtering while
directly accounting for future upsets, the averaging level control problem was
approached using robust model predictive control (MPC).

The robust MPC differs in the way it obtains flow smoothing by not returning the
tank level to a fixed set-point. Instead, it lets the steady state tank level depend
on the current value of the inlet flow. This insight was then used to propose a lin-
ear control structure, designed to filter frequent upsets optimally. Analyses and
simulation results indicate that the proposed linear and robust MPC controller
obtain flow smoothing comparable to the standard optimal averaging level con-
trollers for infrequent upsets while handling frequent upsets considerably better.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

Inom processindustrin används buffertankar för flera olika syften, såsom att lag-
ra slutprodukter för att säkerställa snabb leverans av kundordrar eller som mel-
lanlager, för att möjliggöra produktion trots att delar av en fabrik har ett drift-
eller underhållsstopp. I den här avhandlingen behandlas fallet där buffertankar
används för att jämna ut flödesvariationer. Snabba flödesvariationer är inte önsk-
värda då de kan störa produktionen. Exempelvis, kan destilleringen i en destilla-
tionskolonn påverkas så att alla biprodukter inte destilleras bort och slutproduk-
ten därmed inte går att sälja. Genom att använda buffertankar för flödesutjäm-
ning hindras flödesvariationer från att fortplantas och påverka alla processer i en
anläggning.

Buffertanken ska alltså fungera som ett filter mellan inflödet och utflödet, där
variationer på inflödet långsamt överförs till utflödet genom att tanknivån varie-
ras. Efter en ändring av inflödet så åstadkoms flödesutjämning typiskt genom
att tanknivån först tillåts avvika från sitt nominella värde medan utflödet lång-
samt anpassas till den nya produktstakten. Tanknivån förs sedan tillbaka till sitt
börvärde och systemet är återigen redo att filtrera en flödesändring. Ju långsam-
mare som utflödet ändras, desto bättre kommer filtrering att bli men desto mer
kommer också tanknivån att variera. Dock är tankkapaciteten begränsad vilket
måste beaktas vid trimningen av regulatorn. För flöden där förändringar sker säl-
lan blir trimningen ganska enkel. Systemet kommer alltid att vara i stationaritet,
alltså att tanken är på sitt börvärde och att in- och utflödet är lika, när en flö-
desförändring sker. Det gör att varje variation av inflödet kan ses som en enskild
händelse. Genom att se till att regulatorn kan hantera den enskilt största flödes-
förändringen, så kommer alla flödesvariationer att filtreras och tanken kommer
inte att svämma över.

I den här avhandlingen behandlas flödesutjämning när flödesändringar är fre-
kventa. Flödesändringarna kan inte längre ses som separata händelser då syste-
met sällan kommer att vara i stationaritet när inflödet ändras. Regulatorn kan
därmed inte bara fokusera på att jämna ut den nuvarande flödesändringen utan
måste också alltid vara beredd på att nya ändringar kan uppstå.

Genom att använda en regulator som är baserad på robust optimering så har en
styrlag erhållits som uppnår optimal flödesutjämning för frekventa flödesvaria-
tioner. Regulatorn skiljer sig mot de flesta standardregulatorer då den, efter en
förändring av inflödet, inte återför tanknivån till ett fixt värde. Istället så beror
den stationära tanknivån på vilket värde som inflödet för tillfället har. Linjära
regulatorer som också anpassar den stationära tanknivån har också föreslagits.
Dessa regulatorer har sedan analyserats och visats erhålla jämförbar flödesutjäm-
ning som tidigare kända regulatorer, när flödesändringar sker sällan. Simulering-
ar med verkliga indata indikerar att de föreslagna regulatorerna däremot fun-
gerar avsevärt bättre jämfört med standardregulatorer då flödesändringar sker
ofta.
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Abbreviation Meaning

mrco Maximum rate of change of the outlet flow
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Miscellaneous
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Ts
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1
Introduction

Within the process industry, buffer tanks are used for many purposes. For exam-
ple, to store the final product to ensure quick responses to customer orders or
as intermediate storages allowing for partial production although some part of a
factory is stopped. The application considered in this thesis is the use of buffer
tanks as a mean to average out flow variations. Abrupt changes to the throughput
flow risk upsetting the processes, thus affecting the quality of the actual product.
By using buffer tanks, up- and downstream flows are decoupled and the propa-
gation of flow variations mitigated.

Ideally, the buffer tank functions as a low pass, preventing upstream flow varia-
tions from upsetting the downstream processes. Following an inlet flow change,
flow smoothing has traditionally been obtained by letting the tank level deviate
from its nominal value while the outlet flow is slowly adjusted to cancel out the
flow imbalance as illustrated in Figure 1.1. The tank level is then brought back
to its set-point and the system is ready to surge the next upset. The outlet can,
however, not be adjusted too slowly to the new throughput, since the situation
in the shaded part of Figure 1.1 then might occur. The nominally used control
action is too slow and a supervisory controller, e.g., an operator, ultimately needs
to take rapid actions to prevent the tank from overflowing. In that case, the out-
let flow has to be very abruptly changed and the whole purpose of the tank is
counteracted.

For seldom occurring flow changes, the situation in the shaded part of Figure 1.1
can, however, easily be avoided. Since the system will be in, or at least suffi-
ciently close to, steady state at the time of an upset, flow changes can be treated
as separate events. By ensuring that the controller is designed and tuned to han-
dle the single largest flow change, the surge tank will smooth any upstream flow
variations before they are transmitted to the downstream processes.

1



2 1 Introduction

This thesis addresses the averaging level control problem when inlet flow upsets
occur frequently. In this case, flow changes can no longer be treated as separate
instances since the system rarely will be in steady state when an upset occurs.
Tuning the controller assuming a system in steady state using the single largest
upset, is thus too much of a simplification.
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of averaging level control. The inlet flow is shown
dotted and its upsets are slowly transmitted to the outlet flow which is
shown solid. The upset after 68 hours is too slowly surged and some super-
visory control or operator has to take active action to avoid tank overflow.

1.1 Contributions

The Purpose of Computing Is Insight, Not Numbers.

[Hamming, 1973]

The main contribution of this thesis is the insight that, to obtain optimal flow
smoothing in the presence of frequent inlet flow upsets, the controller should let
the steady state tank level depend on the current value of the inlet flow. This
level-adapting control strategy has been analyzed and compared to the standard
strategy which uses a fixed set-point. The results show that the level-adapting
control strategy gives satisfactory flow smoothing even for seldom occurring flow
upsets, while being superior for frequent ones.



1.2 Thesis outline 3

The results presented in this thesis have to some extent previously been pub-
lished in

P. Rosander, A.J. Isaksson, J. Löfberg, and K. Forsman. Robust averag-
ing level control. In Proccedings of the 2011 AIChE Annual Meeting,
Minneapolis,USA, 2011.

P. Rosander, A.J. Isaksson, J. Löfberg, and K. Forsman. Performace
analysis of robust averaging level control. In Proceedings of Chemical
Process Control VIII, Savannah, USA, 2012a.

P. Rosander, A.J. Isaksson, J. Löfberg, and K. Forsman. Practical con-
trol of surge tanks suffering from frequent inlet flow upsets. In Pro-
ceedings of the IFAC Conference on Advances in PID Control, Brescia,
ITA, 2012b.

1.2 Thesis outline

The thesis is organized as follows

Chapter 2 describes the averaging level control problem and previous contribu-
tions to the area are reviewed.

Chapter 3 presents the Perstorp problem which initiated this work and serves as
the thought of application for the conducted research. Also the difficulties
that the previous contributions face for this application are illustrated.

Chapter 4 gives a short introduction to robust MPC and then uses it as an in-
strument to obtain a controller that achieves good flow smoothing for a
frequently changing inlet flow.

Chapter 5 analyzes the level-adapting property that the robust MPC exhibits
by heuristically mimicking the robust MPC using optimal non-linear con-
trollers.

Chapter 6 discusses linear controllers that mimic the robust MPC but have larger
industrial applicability.

Chapter 7 revisits the Perstorp application and briefly discusses the flow smooth-
ing problem when multiple tanks are considered.

Chapter 8 concludes the thesis and discusses possible future work.





2
Averaging level control

Surge tanks are used in the process industry to prevent upstream flow variations
from upsetting downstream processes. Ideally, the tank should function as a
low pass filter such that when the inlet flow changes, the capacity of the tank is
used to slowly adjust the outlet flow to the new throughput. There are, however,
constraints on the system, such as limited tank and flow capacity that one has to
consider when designing the level controller for a surge tank.

In this chapter, the system under consideration is first described in Section 2.1.
The averaging level control problem is formulated in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3
some of the previously proposed controllers and control structures are presented
before the chapter is briefly summarized in Section 2.4.

2.1 System setup

In this thesis we consider a cylindrical buffer tank with tank level y and constant
density liquid inlet and outlet flows qin and qout respectively. It is assumed that
the outlet flow can be directly manipulated and to emphasize this the notation
u = qout will be used. Note that this assumption holds true if the dynamics of
a possible flow controller, which is in cascade with the level controller, is suffi-
ciently fast. Using mass balance we obtain the continuous time model

ẏ(t) = kv (qin(t) − u(t)) , (2.1)

where all quantities are assumed to be given in percent except for kv which has
the unit h−1. The system parameter kv thus describes how one percent of flow
imbalance affects the percental change in tank level per time unit, which in this
thesis is hours. Another way to put it, is that kv is the inverse of the filling time

5



6 2 Averaging level control

of the tank when u(t) = 0 % and the inlet flow is kept constant at qin = 100 %.
There are also constraints on the system, such as limited tank and flow capacity

ymin ≤ y ≤ ymax, (2.2a)

qmin ≤ qin, u ≤ qmax. (2.2b)

If no extra safety limitations are put on the level, ymin = 0 % and ymax = 100 %.
When it comes to the flow limitations, there is typically some lower limit on the
throughput for the downstream processes to function properly. Flows less than
this lower limit require that downstream processes are either stopped or that flow
is maintained by some sort of recirculation. In this thesis, these considerations
are disregarded and thus qmin = 0 % and qmax = 100 % will be used as flow limits
in, e.g., simulations and numerical examples, unless stated otherwise. Further-
more, it is also assumed that the inlet and outlet flow have equal range, (2.2b).
This guarantees that we do not risk facing a situation where violating the level
constraints is inevitable due to lack of outlet flow capacity. In practice the outlet
flow could have greater range than the inlet flow, but for the derivations and re-
sults presented in this thesis that would mainly complicate the notation. For the
same reason we assume that the inlet flow is directly measurable. In any case, the
linear dynamics of the system allow for a straightforward estimation of the inlet
flow using, e.g., the Kalman filter as shown in [Khanbaghi et al., 2001].

2.2 Mathematical problem formulation

The objective of an averaging level controller is to smooth out any inlet flow up-
sets, i.e., that u̇ should be kept “small”. How well a controller achieves this is
typically quantified by either the integrated squared rate of change of the outlet
flow, the isrco,

||u̇||22 =

∞∫
0

u̇(t)2 dt, (2.3)

or the maximum rate of change of the outlet flow, the mrco,

||u̇||∞ = max
t
|u̇(t)|. (2.4)

Note that the integral in (2.3) does not need to exist as it might diverge. From
a mathematical viewpoint (if the Riemann integral is used) it also permits u̇ to
have finitely many jump discontinuities. Such behavior is of course not desirable
but it allows the outlet to be non-differentiable at the time instant of an inlet flow
step. The mrco on the other hand requires u to be differentiable. To permit u̇ to
be jump discontinuous and still measure the largest flow change we will use the
same criterion as in [McDonald et al., 1986]

sup
t,t′>0, t,t′

∣∣∣∣∣u(t) − u(t′)
t − t′

∣∣∣∣∣ . (2.5)



2.2 Mathematical problem formulation 7

If u̇ exists, (2.4) and (2.5) coincide and in the sequel the latter will be referred to
as the mrco.

Under the assumption that the inlet and outlet flows are, or are approximated
well enough as, constant during a sampling time of length Ts, the discrete-time
model of (2.1) is given by1

y(k + 1) = y(k) + kvTs (qin(k) − u(k)) . (2.6)

The performance can then be measured using (2.4)

||∆u||22 =
1
Ts

∞∑
k=0

|u(k) − u(k − 1)|2, (2.7)

||∆u||∞ = max
k

1
Ts
|u(k) − u(k − 1)|, k = 0, 1, . . . (2.8)

In previous contributions, either one of the mrco or isrco have been used, and
which criterion that best captures “good flow filtering” is not obvious and typ-
ically depends on the nature of the downstream processes. In this thesis, both
the mrco and isrco will be used to quantify filtering performance. Admittedly,
they do not provide the full picture, but used together they are still quite relevant
since they measure different properties of the outlet flow. The isrco captures the
whole transient, with the drawback that even slow changes of u (i.e., u̇ small)
affect the criterion, although they rarely cause any problem for downstream pro-
cesses. The drawback with the mrco is the opposite, since it is only concerned
with the largest change of u, it disregards a lot of information on how the outlet
flow adapts to the new throughput.

A mathematical formulation of an averaging level control problem typically in-
volves minimization of either the isrco or the mrco or some related quantity2

subject to

• the process dynamics, (2.1),

• an assumption on the nature of qin,

• constraints ensuring that the level stays within its bounds (for the given
assumption on the inlet flow),

• and some assumption on how the outlet flow is controlled.

Let us illustrate this with an example.

1Strictly speaking y(k) should be replaced with y(kTs).
2The derivations can sometimes be greatly simplified by not using the exact formulation of the

mrco or isrco.



8 2 Averaging level control

2.1 Example
Assume a system in steady state which should smooth a single upset from 30 %
to 50 % so that the isrco is minimized while ensuring that the level stays within
its bounds. If the outlet is controlled with a PI controller, the mathematical for-
mulation takes the form

min
Kc , TI

||u̇||22

subject to

ẏ(t) = kv(qin(t) − u(t))

qin(t) =

30, t < 0
50, t ≥ 0

y(0) = r, ymin ≤ y(t) ≤ ymax, t > 0

u(t) = Kc

r − y(t) +
1
TI

t∫
0

(r − y(τ)) dτ

 , u(0) = 30

where r is the level set-point.

2.3 Previous approaches to averaging level control

To contextualize the contributions of this thesis we will review some of the pre-
vious contributions to averaging level control. Naturally, not all approaches will
be mentioned but the aim is to provide the reader with enough material so that
the novelty of the proposed controllers is understood.

2.3.1 PI controllers

Over the years, the majority of the contributions to surge tank control has in-
volved PI controllers. This is natural since PI is the most common control struc-
ture in process industry. The different approaches aim to find a set of control pa-
rameters which gives optimal smoothing while guaranteeing that the tank level
stays within its limits.

One way to divide the different approaches is by the inlet flow model that is
used. Tuning methods using stochastic models, such as a random walk, have
been proposed in [Kelly, 1998] and [Horton et al., 2003]. This thesis is mainly
interested in the smoothing of step-like flow variations; see Chapter 3 for the
application under consideration . Hence methods based on stochastic models are
therefore not detailed further. Approaches based on step changes attempt to find
a PI tuning which is able to smooth inlet flow steps of size Amax or smaller. A key
assumption is that the time between upsets is sufficiently long so that the system
is in steady state when an upset occurs.
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In this thesis, the ideal form of the PI controller will be used

u(t) = Kc

r − y(t) +
1
TI

t∫
0

(r − y(τ)) dτ

 (2.9)

where r is the set-point. Taking the Laplace transform of (2.1) and (2.9) the equa-
tions describing the closed loop system can be derived as

U (s) =
−Kckv

(
s + 1

TI

)
(s + p1)(s + p2)

Qin(s) +
Kcs

(
s + 1

TI

)
(s + p1)(s + p2)

R(s),

Y (s) =
kvs

(s + p1)(s + p2)
Qin(s) +

−Kckv
(
s + 1

TI

)
(s + p1)(s + p2)

R(s),

(2.10)

where U (s), Qin(s), Y (s) and R(s) are the Laplace transform of u(t), qin(t), y(t)
and r(t) respectively. The poles, −p1 and −p2, are given by

{−p1,−p2} =
kvKcTI ±

√
k2
vK

2
c T

2
I + 4kvKcTI

2TI
. (2.11)

The oscillativity of the step responses of these second order systems is indicated
by the value of the relative damping, ζ,

ζ = cos
(
tan−1

(∣∣∣∣∣=(p1)
<(p1)

∣∣∣∣∣)) . (2.12)

Here = and < denote the imaginary and real part of p1 respectively. For
complex-valued poles, ζ < 1 and the lower the value of ζ, the more oscillative
will the step response be.

In [Cheung and Luyben, 1979a] tuning guidelines on the selection of Kc and TI
to achieve optimal flow filtering were presented. Given that the user specifies the
largest anticipated change of the inlet flow Amax, the maximum deviation (from
the nominal value r) in tank level ydev and the initial rate of change of the out-
let flow u̇0, the PI parameters fulfilling the specification is found. For a relative
damping greater than 0.5 the mrco is obtained at t = 0 and thus equals3 the
specified value u̇0, [Lee and Shin, 2009]. Optimal flow smoothing can hence be
obtained by iteratively decreasing the value of u̇0 while checking that the result-
ing values of Kc and TI give ζ ≥ 0.5.

Given a specification, the problem of finding Kc and TI neatly separates into two
sub-problems. First Kc is chosen to fulfill the performance requirements using
the relation

u̇(0) = u̇0⇔KckvAmax = u̇0 (2.13)

3Otherwise the mrco is larger than u̇0.
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and then TI is selected to maintain feasibility using

tpeak =
ln

(
p2
p1

)
p2 − p1

, (2.14a)

ydev ≥ Amaxkv
e
−αtpeak

2 sin
(
tpeak

√
β − α2/4

)√
β − α2/4

, (2.14b)

where α = −kvKc, β = − kvKcTI
and tpeak is the time when the tank level attains its

largest value. There does not exist an explicit solution to (2.14) and one must thus
resort to numerical solutions. The tuning obtained using these rules is illustrated
in the example below.

2.2 Example
Assume a system with filling time of 3 hours (yielding kv = 1

3 ) and that upsets
up to the size Amax = 40 % should be handled. If we assume that the set-point is
r = 50 %, the maximum permitted deviation in tank level is ydev = 50 %. Opti-
mal filtering is then obtained by specifying u̇0 as small as possible while checking
that ζ ≥ 0.5. In this case u̇0 = 6 %/h gives the relative damping 0.53. With this
specification it follows using (2.13) that Kc = −0.45. Inserting this into (2.14)
gives TI = 7.56 h−1. The averaging of an upset from 40 % to 80 % for the calcu-
lated controller is shown in Figure 2.1, where we see that the tank level reaches
its maximum (as desired when using ydev = 50) before it starts returning to r.
The settling time of the system also becomes quite long and a more conservative
specification would probably be necessary in a real-life situation.

Note that typically ydev is not selected to equal |ymax − r | or |ymin − r | since one
wants to add some robustness towards uncertainty in the design, for example
that the system is not in steady state when an upset occurs.

Another approach that also considers the tuning of PI controllers to achieve
smoothing of step upsets is [Shin et al., 2008]. Similarly to the previous one,
the user specifies the largest anticipated upset Amax and given constraints on u̇,
the decay ratio4 and the relative damping of the system, the PI parameters which
minimize a weighted objective of tank level and outlet flow variations

minω

∞∫
0

(
y(t)

ymax − ymin

)2

dt + (1 − ω)

∞∫
0

(
u̇(t)
u̇max

)2

dt (2.15)

are found. The parameter u̇max is the constraint on u̇, thus |u̇| ≤ u̇max. This tuning
approach was later extended in [Lee and Shin, 2009] where the constraints on
the decay ratio and the relative damping was replaced with a constraint on the
permitted maximum deviation in tank level. An advantage with this approach is
that it provides the user with the possibility to compromise between the mrco
and the isrco.

4The rate between consecutive local maximum of the step response.
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of averaging level control for a system with kv = 1
3

using a PI controller tuned using the rules by Cheung and Luyben [1979a]
with the specification Amax = 40 %, ydev = 50 % and u̇0 = 6 %/hours.

In [Lee and Shin, 2009] a general result on the achievable filtering performance
using a PI controller is given. It is shown that the conflicting constraints of limit-
ing the mrco and the deviation in tank level

|u̇| ≤ u̇max, (2.16a)

y ≤ ydev, (2.16b)

can only be fulfilled if

ydev · u̇max ≥ 0.5206kvA
2
max. (2.17)

For the numerical values from Example 2.2, the value u̇max ≈ 5.55 is obtained
but what tuning that achieves this is, however, not obvious. For certain is that
the controller achieving this mrco will result in ζ ≤ 0.5 and the response will
thus be quite oscillative.
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2.3.2 Optimal controllers

Even if one succeeds in finding the “best” PI tuning, the achievable flow smooth-
ing will be limited by the pre-defined control structure (PI). By relaxing this and
instead directly optimizing the outlet flow, truly optimal filtering is obtained. As
we shall see later on, the actual performance improvement compared to what a
PI controller achieves is, however, rather limited.

Continuous-time optimal filtering

In [McDonald et al., 1986] the outlet which minimizes (2.5) is derived for an inlet
flow step from q0 to q1 which, without loss of generality, is assumed to occur at
time t = 0. Denoting the tank level y(0) = y0 and u(0) = u0, the optimal control
law is a ramp, which gives that u(t) equals q1 just as the tank reaches its lower or
upper limit

u(t) =

u0 +
q1 − u0

T
t, t ∈ [0, T )

q1, t ∈ [T ,∞)
(2.18)

The settling time T is given implicitly by the resulting tank level (denoted y1)

T =
2(y1 − y0)
kv(q1 − u0)

. (2.19)

To achieve optimal smoothing, y1 is either ymax or ymin depending on the sign of
q1 − u0. It is possible to derive a feedback controller that obtains the same u(t)
as the open loop expression (2.18). By isolating t from (2.18) and inserting that
expression into the system dynamics a feedback formulation can be obtained

u(t) = q1 ±

√
(q1 − u0)2 −

(q1 − u0)2

y1 − y0
(y(t) − y0) (2.20)

where −√. . . is used when q1 > u0 and +√. . . if q1 < u0.

If the system is in steady state when the upset occurs, i.e., that u0 = q0 and
y(0) = r, the performance index (2.5) evaluates to

|q1 − q0|
T

=
kv(q1 − q0)2

2(y1 − r)
. (2.21)

One drawback with the formulation thus far is that, after an upset, the tank level
will end up at either its lower or upper boundary and the ability to surge another
upset is thus highly limited. As suggested by McDonald et al. [1986] this can be
resolved by adding a PI controller with very slow integral action

u(t) =q1 ±

√
(q1 − u0)2 −

(q1 − u0)2

y1 − y0
(y(t) − y0)

+Kc

r − y(t) +
1
TI

t∫
0

(r − y(τ)) dτ

 .
(2.22)
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The selection of the PI parameters Kc and TI is not straightforward and the guide-
lines in Section 2.3.1 are not directly applicable since the PI controller now is
used in connection with the non-linear feedback controller. When adding the PI
controller, the controller (2.22) is, of course, no longer optimal. By de-tuning the
PI controller, its influence on the filtering performance can, however, be mini-
mized but at the cost of a long settling time. The effect of adding a PI controller
is illustrated in the following example.

2.3 Example
The same setup as in Example 2.2 is assumed. The optimal controller then ob-
tains the mrco 5.33, see Figure 2.2, which is quite a moderate improvement
compared to the performance value that the PI controller achieved. The tank
level will also be at its limit following the upset. A PI controller is then added
to bring the level back to r. Doing this will worsen the flow filtering. By using a
de-tuned PI (Kc = 0.01, TI = 1), it is possible to bring back the level without af-
fecting the criterion significantly as themrco then evaluates to 5.6. On the other
hand the settling time of the system becomes ≈ 150 hours which is very large. We
could try the opposite, to tune the added PI so that the system will have a settling
time similar to what the optimal PI gives. Some manual tuning then gives that
Kc = 0.05, TI = 1.1 is the tuning that worsens the criterion as little as possible
and gives a settling time of approximately 40h. The obtained mrco with this
tuning is 6.4, which is actually worse than what is achieved with a standalone PI
controller.

Discrete-time optimal filtering

The discrete-time optimal controller was presented in [Campo and Morari, 1989].
The criterion is the discrete-time maximum norm (2.8) but otherwise the setup is
similar to that of the continuous-time controller. From a pedagogical perspective
it is, however, beneficial to state the considered problem

min
u(k)
||∆u||∞

subject to

y(k + 1) = y(k) + Tskv (qin(k) − u(k))

qin(k) =

q0, k < 0
q1, k ≥ 0

y(k) ∈ [ymin, ymax]

y(0) = y0, u(0) = u0

(2.23)

The solution to (2.23) is, just as in the continuous-time case, a ramp which evens
out the flow imbalance just as the tank level reaches its boundary

u(k + 1) =

u(k) + δu , k = 1, . . . , kδ,
q1, k > kδ

(2.24)
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Figure 2.2: Simulation of the continuous-time optimal controller for a sys-
tem with kv = 1

3 . The controller given by (2.20) is shown in solid black.
The dashed black line shows its behavior when it is augmented with a PI
controller tuned with Kc = 0.01, TI = 1. The PI brings back the level to r
without affecting the criterion, but at the cost of a long settling time. The
dash-dotted line shows the optimal controller augmented with a PI tuned to
obtain the same settling time as a standalone PI. The tuning which achieves
this and affects the performance minimally is Kc = 0.05, TI = 1.1.

where

δu =
2(q1 − u0)
kδ + 1

−
2(y1 − y0)

kvTskδ(kδ + 1)
,

kδ =
⌈

2(y1 − y0)
kvTs(q1 − u0)

⌉
.

Here demeans rounding to the smallest larger integer and y1 is again ymin or ymax
depending on the sign of q1 − u0.
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Note, that just as for the continuous-time case, explicit constraints on u are not
considered in (2.23). The optimal control laws (2.24) and (2.18) are, however, not
affected by adding such constraints as long as u can obtain the value q1. If not the
system will suffer a constant flow imbalance and the tank will eventually either
overflow or run empty.

Integral action for the discrete-time controller is obtained by adding a constraint
that forces the level to, eventually, return to the set-point

y(k) = r, k = N, N + 1, . . . (2.25)

For a sufficiently largeN , the optimal control is to first let the tank level deviate to
ymin or ymax before it is returned to r. This means that the first kδ samples of the
optimal solution will thus still be given by (2.24). The tank level is then returned
using the last N − kδ samples, for which the difference between subsequent outlet
flow values fulfills

1
Ts
|u(k) − u(k − 1)| ≤ δu , k = kδ + 1, kδ + 2, . . . , N .

In [Campo and Morari, 1989] an explicit formula is derived for how large N has
to be for the performance not to be affected by the terminal constraint.

The discrete-time optimal controller above is an open loop input sequence. To
obtain a feedback controller, it is run in a receding horizon fashion, where (2.23)
with the constraint (2.25) added is resolved every sample instant and only the
first element of the open loop solution is actuated. In general, when receding
horizon control is used, the open and closed loop responses differ (unless the
horizon is infinite). This is also the case here, but as shown in [Campo and Morari,
1989], it is possible to obtain the same response for the first kδ samples even for a
finite N . This yields that for a sufficiently large N , see [Campo and Morari, 1989]
for an explicit formula, the criterion is not affected by the terminal constraint.
The open and closed loop responses do, however, differ in the speed with which
the level is returned to the set-point. The open loop solution returns the level to
the set-point in NTs time units, while the feedback takes longer time. In [Campo
and Morari, 1989] it is stated that the settling time of the closed loop system will
be roughly 2NTs to 2.5NTs time units. The tuning of the discrete-time controller
is illustrated in the example below.

2.4 Example
The same setup as in Example 2.2 is assumed with the addition that the sampling
time is Ts = 0.5 h. Due to the assumed time delay, y0 = 56.67 %, which gives that
kδ = 13 and δu = 2.86. The mrco then evaluates to 5.72 which is slightly larger
than what the continuous-time controller achieves. Following the upset, the tank
level will be at its upper level as seen in the solid line in Figure 2.3. Integral action
is thus needed by adding a constraint on y(k + N ). With this setup the criterion
will not be affected if N ≥ 28 as shown with the dashed line in Figure 2.3. In this
case, the optimal controller returns the tank level to the set-point as fast as the PI
controller, while achieving slightly better flow smoothing.
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The way integral action is added to the discrete-time controller might, however,
result in an infeasible problem if there are limits on the outlet flow. If q1 is close
to either qmin or qmax, there is limited flow capacity available to return the level
to the set-point and thus (2.25) might not be obtainable except for a very large N .
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the discrete-time optimal controller for a step from
40 % to 80 %, kv = 1

3 and Ts = 1
2 . The horizon N = ∞ (solid line) yields no

integrating action, while that is the case for N = 28 (dashed line). The latter
brings back the level to the set-point without affecting the criterion.

2.3.3 Proportional controllers

Proportional controllers have also been used for averaging control. A propor-
tional controller will however give rise to a stationary error. While this feature is
seen as beneficial by for example Taylor and la Grange [2002], others such as Che-
ung and Luyben [1979a] consider it to limit the surging capacity of the system.

A P controller is given by

u(t) = Kp(r − y(t)) + bp, (2.26)
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where Kp is the controller gain, r the level set-point and bp a bias parameter. The
expression can be rewritten as

u(t) = Kp(r − y(t)) + bp = −Kpy(t) + bp + Kpr︸    ︷︷    ︸
b̃p

,

where b̃p is an augmented bias term, i.e., the influence of the reference is seen as
a bias. For an inlet flow step change from q0 to q1 at time t = 0, the outlet flow is
given by

u(t) = u0 + (q1 − u0)(1 − eKpkv t), (2.27)

where u0 is the value of the outlet flow at time t = 0. The isrco and mrco can
then straightforwardly be calculated

||u̇||22 = −
(q1 − u0)2kvKp

2
, (2.28a)

||u̇||∞ = −|q1 − u0|kvKp. (2.28b)

The minus signs come from the fact that Kp < 0 is needed for stability.

In essence, there exist two approaches to the tuning of P controllers. The earliest
approaches, see e.g., [Cheung and Luyben, 1979a], is to select the bias such that
the nominal inlet flow value gives a desired steady state tank level (often 50 %).
Kp is then selected in a similar fashion to the PI tuning so that upsets of maximum
size Amax are handled. This tuning method is illustrated in Example 2.5.

A different approach is used in [Taylor and la Grange, 2002]. The origin of this
tuning is, however, unknown to the author. This tuning is based on the fact that,
if the outlet flow is at its minimum value when the tank level is, the tank level
will not decrease any further and the system will thus stay within its bounds and
vice versa for the maximum tank level. This means that for the system given by
(2.1) and (2.2) we want to achieve

qmin = −Kpymin + b̃p,

qmax = −Kpymax + b̃p,
(2.29)

which results in the tuning

Kp = −
qmax − qmin

ymax − ymin
,

b̃p =
qminymax − qmaxymin

ymax − ymin
.

(2.30)

The advantage with this tuning is that the closed loop system will be feasible for
all sorts of inlet flow upsets as long as the values qmin and qmax are correct. What
parameters this tuning gives when 0 % and 100 % are the lower and upper limit
is shown in the example below.
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2.5 Example
The same setup as in Example 2.2 is considered.

If it is assumed that 40 % is the nominal value and that the controller thus should
be able to handle upsets of Amax = 60 % or less, the tuning in [Cheung and Luy-
ben, 1979a] gives the parameters Kp = −1.2 and b̃p = −20.

In the case of 0 % and 100 % being the limits on the tank level and flows, the
tuning rule (2.30) gives Kp = −1 and b̃p = 0 %.

The results of these tuning methods are shown in Figure 2.4. Note that the tuning
(2.30) corresponds to using 50 % as the nominal flow value and that Amax = 50 %.
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of averaging using the P controller for a step from
40 % to 80 % and kv = 1

3 .
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2.3.4 Other averaging level controllers

Apart from the three major categories previously mentioned there exist a large
variety of other controllers and control structures. They are briefly described
below for completeness.

In [Luyben and Buckley, 1977] it was proposed to control the level using propor-
tional feedback plus a lagged inlet flow, called PL control. This control structure
was later analyzed by Cheung and Luyben [1979b] and Ogawa [2003] where the
latter showed that the same system response can be obtained using a certain PI
tuning. The PL controller should thus not offer much of an improvement com-
pared to a standard PI.

One way to tailor the standard P and PI controllers is to use some sort of gain-
scheduling as discussed in [Shunta and Fehervari, 1976] and [Cheung and Luy-
ben, 1980]. The gain Kc and possibly also the reset time TI is changed depending
on the deviation in tank level to obtain a controller that filters small upsets more
smoothly while still ensuring that also large upsets can be surged without violat-
ing the level constraints. Another type of gain-scheduling is to switch between
(typically two) different controllers. One variation of this is the override struc-
ture which yields fast control action when the tank approaches its boundaries by
switching from a PI controller to a high gain proportional controller.

In [Wu et al., 2001], a control structure which permits designing the responses to
inlet flow and reference changes separately was proposed. The controller essen-
tially behaves as a PI controller and is also tuned in a similar fashion.

2.4 Summarizing comments

The dominating way to obtain averaging control is to, following an inlet flow up-
set, let the tank level deviate from its set-point while slowly adapting the outlet
to the new throughput and eventually bringing back the tank level to its nominal
set-point value. If an upset would occur during the transient, e.g., a positive upset
between 5 and 15 hours in Figure 2.1, very little tank volume will be available to
surge it. The flow imbalance must thus quickly be evened out to avoid overflow-
ing the tank. This is typically not considered in the presented tuning methods
as they assume a system in steady state. The obvious solution to the problem
that frequent upset might cause, is to just tune the controller more tightly. As
we shall see in Chapter 3 it is, however, not straightforward how to perform this
tuning and still guarantee close to optimal filtering and that the level will stay
within its bounds. The only controller from this chapter that can easily handle
upsets that occur close in time without risking violating the level constraints is
the P controller tuned according to (2.30). The drawback with the P controller
is a substantial loss in filtering performance. In the considered example, the P
controller achieved a mrco that was more than twice as large than for the other
controllers.





3
An industrial case study

The application that initiated the conducted research is a process segment in one
of Perstorp’s factories. Two components are first mixed in a reactor. The reactor
product is then purified in three sequential distillation columns. There is a buffer
tank before each distillation column. The reactants feed vary significantly and
thus upsets the whole system. The control task is to use all three surge tanks to
minimize the flow variations into the final distillation column. In this chapter,
this process segment will be described in some detail and we will also discuss
how to tune the controllers presented in Section 2.3 for this application.

3.1 Problem setup

In the considered process segment, two chemical components are initially mixed
in a reactor, and the resulting product is purified by three sequential distillation
columns. Before each column there is a surge tank that is used to average out any
flow variations, see Figure 3.1. In the figure is also a recirculation pipe, that is
disregarded in this thesis shown.

The end-product from the segment is the component taken out from the bottom
of the last column. As in many chemical applications, it is essential that this
bottom product does not contain any, or at least very little, of the more volatile
components that are taken out of the top of column. To fulfill the purity require-
ments of the distillation, the flow into the column cannot fluctuate too heavily,
since that would disturb the column temperature, and hence the distillate com-
position. Currently, this is solved by running the column at a higher temperature
than necessary. The column then “over-purifies” the flow entering it, with the
consequence that some of the actual product is taken out of the top.

21
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Figure 3.1: Schematic picture of the considered process segment. Prior to
Tank 1 there is a reactor where two reactants are mixed. The flow from the
reactor varies a lot and to average out the upsets, there are three surge tanks
available.

The feeds of reactants to the reactor suffer from frequent changes. The reasons
for those changes are rather complex, and outside the scope of this thesis. But
an important fact is that the changes are not caused by any control issues. They
cannot be eliminated without substantial process engineering modifications and
expensive investments in plant layout. The time constant of the reactor level
controller is just a couple of minutes and thus any irregularities in the reactor
feed are more or less directly transferred downstream.

As described already, to average out the feed upsets there are three surge tanks
available. The first tank of the section, Tank 1, is the one most affected by the
flow upsets. It also has the largest capacity and thus is the one that performs the
most flow filtering. In addition to using the tanks, one could possibly also use the
hold up of the re-boilers and evaporators to further smooth the flow, as discussed
in [Aske, 2009]. This strategy is, however, not applicable here since the columns
need to be tightly controlled to obtain the desired distillation performance. Fur-
thermore, recycle flows are not considered to be an extra degree of freedom as
they are only used to maintain flow when there are stoppages.
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(b) Reactor feed first week of January 2010.

Figure 3.2: Two representative samples of the flow into the process segment.
As can be seen, the upsets are fairly frequent and of considerable size.

3.2 Averaging level control for the process segment

Naturally, a centralized control structure, where all tanks are controlled simulta-
neously, is expected to achieve a higher performance level than a decentralized
one, where each tank is controlled locally. Regardless of the structure, the control
strategy for Tank 1 will have to be able to handle the frequently occurring flow
upsets shown in Figure 3.2. This means that even if a centralized controller has
a greater potential than three separate controllers do, it still needs to solve the
problem on how to surge frequent upsets optimally. In this thesis, the focus is
therefore on the control of Tank 1, i.e., control of a single surge tank subject to a
frequently changing inlet flow as the ones illustrated in Figure 3.2.

To illustrate the difficulties that arise when flow upsets are frequent, we will try to
tune the controllers from Section 2.3 for the inlet flows in Figure 3.2. The sought
tuning will only need to focus on achieving smoothing of the data shown in either
Figure 3.2a or 3.2b, which is a simplification that still hopefully illustrates the
different aspects of the tuning challenges. In a more realistic situation, one would
also have considered the robustness that a certain tuning would have towards
future, unknown, flow variations. For example, it could be desirable that the
controller leaves a safety margin of 10 % in tank level to avoid the risk of a future
buffer overflow. These considerations are, however, not dealt with here. Instead,
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we will try to find a tuning that pushes the performance of the controllers to the
limit, while keeping the system within its bounds.

The previously reviewed controllers are tuned by having the user specifying the
largest anticipated step change along with some quantity related to the desired
deviation in tank level and/or the settling time of the system. For a PI controller,
such a specification can be directly transformed to control parameters, whereas
the tuning of the optimal controllers is not as obvious and requires more trial
and error. They can, however, still be tuned in a similar fashion by altering the PI
parameters for the continuous-time controller, and the prediction horizon for the
discrete-time controller, the level deviation and settling time of the controllers
are changed. We will now try to illustrate the difficulties that arise when applying
this tuning methodology when flow upsets are frequent. We will limit ourselves
to the tuning of PI controllers since the same or at least similar problems will
arise also for the optimal non-linear controllers.

3.2.1 PI tuning

We will try to find a PI tuning for a tank with kv = 1
3 h−1, which is roughly the

kv of Tank 1, whose inlet flow is given by the flows in Figure 3.2. As previously
discussed, finding a tuning that will just keep the system feasible for a given flow
realization is by no means difficult. One just uses a controller with high gain and
fairly quick integral action. A tight tuning will, however, counteract the whole
purpose of using a surge tank. The difficulty is to de-tune the controller without
violating any constraints as illustrated in the examples below.

3.1 Example
Let us start by trying to find a tuning for the inlet flow in Figure 3.2a. If flows
were infrequent, this would be achieved by ensuring that the controller could
handle the single largest upset without overflowing the tank. Let us do the same
now, bearing in mind that the system might not be in steady state when that
upset occurs. The largest upset occurs after approximately 72 hours when the
flow changes from 80 to 33 percent. We will use the tuning rules (2.13-2.14)
and try to achieve optimal filtering by decreasing u̇0 while maintaining a relative
damping greater than 0.5. Some trial and error gives that u̇0 = 8 %/h is the limit
for when ζ & 0.5. We thus use the specification

Amax = 47 %, ydev = 50 % and u̇0 = 8 %/h,

which gives the parameters

Kc = −0.51 and TI = 5.75 h.

This tuning results in the solid black line shown in Figure 3.3. The tuning really
pushes the filtering performance (as hoped), since the upset at time 72 hours re-
sults in a tank level that almost reaches its lower limit. Notably, also the upsets
between 147 and 159 hours give the same tank level. It is thus safe to conclude
that a looser tuning had most certainly violated the level constraints. The perfor-
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mance criteria for this tuning was evaluated to

||u̇||∞ = 7.5

||u̇||22 = 1284
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Figure 3.3: The result of the tuning Kc = −0.51 and TI = 5.75 for the inlet
flow in Figure 3.2a. The inlet flow is shown dotted while the output from the
controller is drawn with a solid line.

Using the single largest upset as a tuning knob, even when upsets are frequent,
seems thus to be a viable approach. As we shall see when applying this tuning
approach on the inlet flow in Figure 3.2b, this might not always be the case.
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3.2 Example
From Figure 3.2b it can be read that the largest upset occurs between 115 and
117 hours. Its size is 58 % and we again try to push the filtering performance by
using the tuning specification

Amax = 58 %, ydev = 50 % and u̇0 = 12 %/h.

This results in the PI parameters

Kc = −0.62 and TI = 4.47 h.

The resulting outlet flow and tank level of this tuning are shown by the solid line
in Figure 3.4. The result is, however, not particularly encouraging. First of all,
at 70 hours, the controller uses more outlet flow capacity (> 100%) than what is
assumed to be available. This could be forgiven, as the inlet is also very close to
the boundary, and handled by adding a saturation and an anti-windup scheme
to the controller. More critical is that the level constraint is violated (by ≈ 5 %) at
112 hours. This violation is not due to the single largest upset but the three con-
secutive ones, occurring between 101 and 110 hours. The accumulated change
for these upsets is 71 %. If we instead use that as the largest upset to be handled
the specification becomes

Amax = 71 %, ydev = 50 % and u̇0 = 18 %/h,

and the PI parameters evaluate to

Kc = −0.76 and TI = 3.66 h.

The resulting controller keeps the system feasible and leaves a good 10 % margin
to the actual level limits. With this tuning the controller achieves

||u̇||∞ = 11.5

||u̇||22 = 2241

These two examples illustrate that the tuning is not straightforward when upsets
are frequent. In Example 3.1 the tuning using the single largest upset yielded
satisfactory results, while in Example 3.2, the tank overflowed due to subsequent
upsets in the same direction. The remedy in the latter example was to lump
together close in time upsets in the same direction to obtain an estimate of the
“single largest upset”. Several upsets “working together” also occurred in the first
example, when the subsequent upsets between 147 and 159 hours resulted in a
tank level close to the boundary. In that case, the controller was, however, able to
surge the upsets without violating the level constraints.

So, why did the tank overflow in Example 3.2 but not in Example 3.1, despite
of the fact that both controllers were subjected to subsequent upsets whose accu-
mulated size was bigger than the used Amax? One explanation could be that the
relative size of the upsets is bigger for the flow in Figure 3.4 than in Figure 3.31.

1For Figure 3.4 the ratio is 71
58 ≈ 1.22 compared to 54

47 ≈ 1.15 for Figure 3.3.
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This, together with the fact that the upsets in Figure 3.3 occur during a longer pe-
riod of time are plausible explanations. Although these circumstances certainly
have an influence, they do not tell the whole story. The level of the tank and the
value of the outlet flow at the time of an upset are also important. In fact, if the
system in Example 3.2 had been in steady state when the upsets between 101 and
110 hours occurred, the controller would have been able to surge them using the
initial tuning, Kc = −0.76, TI = 3.66, without overflowing the tank, as is shown
in Example 3.3.
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Figure 3.4: The result of the PI tuning in Example 3.2. Shown with a solid
line is the tuning Kc = −0.62 and TI = 4.47 while the dashed line represents
the tuning Kc = −0.76 and TI = 3.66. The former tuning is to loose as it
violates the level constraints after 112 hours.
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3.3 Example
Let us review Example 3.2 and use the initial tuning

Kc = −0.62 and TI = 4.47 h.

We will now only use the data between 100 and 130 hours and assume that the
system is initially in steady state, i.e., y(100) = 50 % and u(100) = 17 %. The be-
havior of the controller is shown in Figure 3.5, where it is seen that the controller
indeed is able to surge the upsets without violating any constraints.
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Figure 3.5: The performance of the controller in Example 3.2 for the flows
between 100 and 130 assuming that the system is in steady state at time 100.
The inlet flow is shown dotted and the controller data solid.

3.2.2 P controller

The only controller reviewed in Section 3.2 that is not tuned using a specifica-
tion of the largest upset and the maximum permitted level deviation is the P
controller. It is tuned by specifying the minimum and maximum permitted tank
levels as well as the flow capacities. Given the previous difficulties when tun-
ing PI controllers, the simplicity of this tuning is uplifting. Since 0 % and 100 %
are the limits for both the level and the flows, the tuning becomes Kc = −1 and
b̃p = 0 %. The result of this for the considered inlet flows is shown in Figure 3.6.
The performance criteria for the flow in March 2011 evaluated to

||u̇||∞ = 12.4

||u̇||22 = 1104

Themrco is thus more than 50 % worse while the isrco is more or less the same
as for the PI controller. For the data from January 2010, the performance of the
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Figure 3.6: Proportional control of the inlet flows in Figure 3.2.

P controller evaluates to

||u̇||∞ = 13.0

||u̇||22 = 1638

The degradation of the mrco is thus less and the isrco is considerably lower
compared to the PI controller.

3.3 Concluding remarks

As the examples in this chapter illustrate, tuning level controllers when inlet
flow upsets are frequent, is no easy task. One has to account for not just the
size of the individual upsets, but also the sequence in which they occur. One
tuning approach that does that and worked rather well in the examples, was to
consider flow changes occurring close in time and in the same direction as one
major upset. Whether that approach works well in general is, on the other hand,
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difficult to say. One indication that it might not, are the results from Example 3.2
and 3.3, where the reason for a tank overflow in the former was an effect2 of the
whole sequence of upsets between 70 to 110 hours, rather than just the close in
time upsets between 101 and 110 hours.

In a real life situation, one typically does not push the filtering performance as
much as in the examples in this chapter. A controller that does “well enough” is
often sufficient. A real life controller must also be able to cope with future, yet
unknown, flow realizations. This can be achieved by leaving some safety margin
in the used tank level, i.e., using ydev � 50 % when performing the tuning. Even
with such a conservative tuning, one would probably still need to do a substantial
evaluation of the controller on historical data to ensure, that the controller can
indeed handle all possible scenarios.

The simple tuning of the P controller, and especially the fact that it does not re-
quire upsets to be of some certain size or the system to be in steady state, makes it
an attractive approach for the considered problem. The drawback with the P con-
troller for infrequent upsets was a high mrco compared to other controllers, see
Section 3.2.2. For frequent upsets, this difference seems to decrease, as the other
control types need to be tuned tighter to avoid violating the level constraints.

2The parameters used were, admittedly, also derived using the single largest upset as Amax, in-
stead of the size of the accumulated upsets.



4
Model predictive control in the

presence of frequent flow upsets

As previously demonstrated in Chapter 3, frequent inlet flow changes cause prob-
lems for level controllers since the fundamental assumption of a system in steady
state is violated. For a controller to achieve good filtering of frequent upsets, it
can not only focus on filtering the current upset optimally. It must also be pre-
pared to handle future (yet unknown) ones. One way to obtain optimal flow filter-
ing while directly accounting for future inlet flow upsets is to use robust Model
Predictive Control (MPC), as proposed here. The material which this chapter is
based on has previously been published in [Rosander et al., 2011].

The concept of MPC and robust MPC are presented in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 respec-
tively. The averaging control problem is formulated in the robust MPC frame-
work in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4 the tuning of the resulting controller is an-
alyzed and some implementation issues are discussed. The impact of different
assumptions on the nature of the inlet flow is discussed in Section 4.5. Finally,
the controller is evaluated on data from Perstorp in Section 4.6 before the chap-
ter is concluded in Section 4.7.

4.1 Model predictive control

Model predictive control uses a prediction of the future response of the system to
find an optimal control signal. In every sampling instant, the current state is mea-
sured and an open loop input sequence that minimizes some objective is found.
The first element in that sequence is actuated and the optimization is re-run at
the next sampling instant using new state information, thus creating a feedback
loop. The field of MPC is vast and we will only present the theory relevant for our
purposes. The interested reader is referred to, for example, [Maciejowski, 2002]

31
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or [Mayne et al., 2000] for more thorough and complete descriptions.

Model predictive control for a linear time-invariant system

x(k + 1) = Fx(k) + Gu(k), (4.1)

involves, in every sample instant, solving an optimization problem that concep-
tually can be written as

min
u
J(x, u)

subject to

x(k + 1) = Fx(k) + Gu(k)

x(k) ∈ X, k = 1, 2, . . . , N

u(k) ∈ U, k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1

x(0) known

(4.2)

where x(0) is the current value of the state vector and the function J(x, u) quan-
tifies what the controller should achieve and X and U are the sets which the
state and input signal are constrained to. The first component, u∗(0), of an op-
timal control sequence (u∗(0), u∗(1), . . . , u∗(N − 1))T is then actuated, the system
evolves, and the optimization problem is resolved when new measurement infor-
mation becomes available.

The conceptual optimization problem (4.2) can be transformed into one in stan-
dard form. In doing this, we will limit ourselves to the case where the sets X and
U are polytopes, i.e.,

x(k) ∈ X⇔Hxx(k) ≤ mx,
u(k) ∈ U⇔Huu(k) ≤ mu ,

(4.3)

for some matrices Hx and Hu and vectors mx and mu .

Before venturing forward on rewriting (4.2) into a standard optimization prob-
lem, a word on the notation is needed to ease the understanding. In (4.2), x(k)
and u(k) can be vectors while F and G consequently might be matrices. In the
derivations we will distinguish between matrices and vectors that only act at a
certain time instance and those that cover the whole prediction horizon. Vectors
that cover the whole horizon, e.g., that consists of x and u at different time in-
stances, will be denoted with a bar atop of them. Similarly, matrices that act on
vectors over the whole horizon will be written in caligraphic font. To illustrate
the notation, the constraint (4.3) on x(k) for the whole horizon can be written as

x̄ ∈ X⇔Hx x̄ ≤ m̄x, (4.4)

where x̄ = (x(1), . . . , x(N ))T and

Hx =


Hx 0 . . . 0
0 Hx . . . 0
...

. . .
. . .

...
0 0 . . . Hx

 , m̄x =


mx
mx
...
mx

 .
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Using the dynamics of the system, it follows that

x(k) = Fkx(0) +
k∑
i=0

Fk−iGu(i), (4.5)

and thus that

x̄ = F x(0) + G ū, (4.6)

where, ū = (u(0), . . . , u(N − 1))T, x̄ = (x(1), . . . , x(N ))T and the matrices F and G
are built up by F and G. The linear constraints (4.4) on x̄ can then be transformed
to linear constraints on ū1, as derived in [Maciejowski, 2002]. The optimization
problem then becomes

min
ū
J(ū)

subject to

A ū ≤ b̄ + Q x(0)

x(0) known

(4.7)

where A, b̄ and Q depend on F , G and the matrices and vectors defining the
polytopes X and U, see [Maciejowski, 2002]. The constraints are linear and thus
convex. The convexity of the whole problem hence depends on whether the cost
function J is convex or not, [Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004]. It thus exist plenty
of alternatives, for example, either one of (2.7) and (2.8) would work as cost func-
tion.

4.2 Robust model predictive control

A natural extension to (4.1) is to model that, apart from the input signal, there is
also a disturbance, w, acting on the system

x(k + 1) = Fx(k) + Gu(k) + Gww(k). (4.8)

Similarly to the undisturbed case, the constraints on ū can be written as

A ū + D w̄ ≤ b̄ + Q x(0) (4.9)

for some A, D, b̄ and Q. There exist a number of ways to deal with the distur-
bance term w̄. One way is to just disregard it, resulting in the optimization prob-
lem (4.7). Another alternative is if w is measurable or possible to estimate. One
could then use its last known value, w(0) or w(−1), and assume that it stays con-
stant for the prediction horizon. This assumption yields the constraint

A ū ≤ b̄ + Q x(0) − D w̄(0). (4.10)

1Note that removing x̄ from the optimization problem is not necessary and one could instead keep
the equality constraints (4.6) and treat x̄ as an optimization variable. This would result in a problem
with more variables but with a sparse structure. However, such a formulation is not suitable in the
uncertain case described in Section 4.2.
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This approach works sufficiently well for many applications. One situation where
it risks not to, is if w varies a lot. Using the nominal value, w(0), for the whole
prediction horizon might then be too crude a simplification.

One way to deal with a varying w is to describe it as a stochastic process and treat
the constraint in a probabilistic framework. The constraint (4.9) is then guaran-
teed to hold with some given probability. The drawback with this approach, as
discussed in[Ben-Tal et al., 2009], is that the constraint (4.9) is transformed into
a non-linear and possibly non-convex constraint on ū, or that one has to resort to
simulations to guarantee the constraint.

By treating w as a bounded but otherwise unknown variable, it is possible to ac-
count for its influence on the system as well as obtaining linear (and thus convex)
constraints on ū. We will limit ourselves to deal with the case where the uncer-
tainty set W is a polytope. The system is then required to stay feasible for all
w̄ ∈W

A ū + D w̄ ≤ b̄ + Q x(0), ∀w̄ : Hw w̄ ≤ m̄w. (4.11)

In a similar fashion as in (4.6-4.7), where constraints on x̄ were rewritten as con-
straints on ū, we now want to remove w̄ from the constraints and only leave us
with either optimization variables (such as ū) or constants (such as Q x(0)). There
exist a couple of ways to perform this, as described in, for example [Löfberg,
2012]. Two of those approaches will be described here: Explicit maximization
and duality a based approach.

Explicit maximization

If the polytopeW has the simple structure

wmin ≤ w ≤ wmax⇔
(
I
−I

)
w̄ ≤

(
w̄max
−w̄min

)
, (4.12)

it is possible to remove the uncertainty explicitly. First a new uncertain variable,
ω, which fulfills |ω| ≤ 1 is introduced. Note that ω is assumed to have the same
dimension as w. The original uncertainty, w, can then be expressed in terms of ω
accordingly

w =
wmax + wmin

2
+ diag

{wmax − wmin

2

}
ω = wmean + Twω (4.13)

where diag means arranging the elements of a vector along the diagonal of a
matrix (denoted Tw). By introducing the matrix

Tw =


Tw 0 . . . 0
0 Tw . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 . . . Tw


the constraint (4.11) can be written as

A ū + D Twω̄ ≤ b̄ + Q x(0) − D w̄mean, ∀|ω̄| ≤ 1. (4.14)
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That the above constraint holds for all ω̄ means that it also holds for the largest
value when optimizing over |ω̄| ≤ 1. The constraint (4.14) can thus be written as

max
|ω̄|≤1

{A ū + D Twω̄} ≤ b̄ + Q x(0) − D w̄mean, (4.15)

where the maximum is taken row-wise. Using that max|x|≤1 P x = |P |1̄ where 1̄ is a
vector of ones, allows us to explicitly remove the uncertainty term ω̄. This gives
the robustified constraint

A ū ≤ b̄ + Q x(0) − D w̄mean − |D Tw | 1̄. (4.16)

The difference, compared to the constraint in (4.7), is that the terms −D w̄mean
and −|D Tw | 1̄ have been added to the right-hand-side of the constraint in ū. The
set of feasible ū has thus changed but the number of optimization variables and
constraints remain the same.

Duality based approach

For a general polytope, W , explicit maximization is not applicable, [Löfberg,
2012], and we instead need to use duality theory to derive the robustified con-
straints. To simplify the notation, the robust counterpart of (4.11) is derived for
a single row. The full robustified constraint is then obtained by performing the
robustification row-wise. For an arbitrary row the constraint reads

āTū + d̄Tw̄ − b − q̄Tx(0) ≤ 0, ∀w̄ : Hw w̄ ≤ m̄w. (4.17)

Similarly to the above discussion, we can instead introduce

max
w̄

Jp = max
w̄

āTū + d̄Tw̄ − b − q̄Tx(0)

subject to

Hw w̄ ≤ m̄w

(4.18)

and require that its optimal value, J∗p, is less than zero. Furthermore, the optimal
value of the dual problem of (4.18) is an upper bound2 for J∗p. If we then can find
a feasible solution to the dual problem that is less than zero, we are guaranteed
that (4.17) is fulfilled. This corresponds to finding a λ̄ such that

āTū + m̄T
wλ̄ ≤ b + q̄Tx(0)

HT
wλ̄ = d̄

λ̄ ≥ 0

(4.19)

Note that, in contrast to the robust constraint (4.16), auxiliary variables, λ̄, as
well as additional constraints have been introduced. The exact number of added
variables and constraints depends on the structure of the polytope W , or more
explicitly the size of Hw. Note that (4.19) is just for one row of the original con-
straint, which means that the number of variables and constraints increases quite

2Since the original problem is a linear program, it follows that strong duality holds, i.e., that the
optimal value of the dual problem is indeed J∗p , [Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004]. This holds provided
that (4.18) is feasible.
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significantly compared to the explicit maximization case.

One obvious drawback with using robust optimization is thus that the size of
the optimization problem may increase and with it, the time that it takes to find
an optimal solution. The resulting controller will also be rather conservative.
That this is the case, is however not obvious by just inspecting the constraints
(4.16) and (4.19), though it can be understood by the fact that the controller will
only use information at the current time when it finds an optimal open loop
input sequence, ū∗, that should keep the system feasible for all future possible
disturbances w̄. This is illustrated by applying the robustification on a simple
one-dimensional example.

4.1 Example
Let the dynamics of the system be

x(k + 1) = x(k) + u(k) + βw(k), (4.20)

where 0 < β < 1 and x(k), u(k) andw(k) are scalars and constrained to the interval
[0, 100]. If x(0) is allowed to be a free variable, the set of initial values x(0) and
u(0) for which the system will stay feasible, can be investigated.

For a prediction of N = 1 the constraint on the state x(1) is

0 ≤ x(0) − u(0) + βw(0) ≤ 100, ∀w(0) ∈ [0, 100].

Explicit maximization gives the robustified constraint

0 ≤ x(0) − u(0) ≤ 100 − β · 100.

For the case of β = 1
3 the feasible set is drawn in Figure 4.1. Increasing the horizon

to N = 2 adds the constraint

0 ≤x(0) − u(0) + βw(0) − u(1) + βw(1) ≤ 100, ∀w ∈ [0, 100]⇔
0 ≤x(0) − u(0) − u(1) ≤ 100 − β · 100 − β · 100.

(4.21)

We see that as the horizon increases the set of feasible initial points x(0) decreases
and for a horizon fulfilling

N ≥ 1
β
,

the upper limit of the constraint (4.21) will be negative. There will thus not exist
any initial x(0) for which the system will stay feasible. In the case of β = 1

3 this
occurs already for N = 4.

4.2.1 Optimization over policies

As we saw in Example 4.1, open loop robust MPC results in a controller that
will take conservative control actions. This is a consequence of the fact that the
controller can only base its decision on information available at the current time,
but must still keep the system feasible for all future possible disturbances w̄.
That setup does, however, not reflect “real-life” particularly well as we know
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Figure 4.1: The shaded area is the set of x(0) and u(0) for which x(1) will be
feasible when using robust MPC for the system (4.20) with β = 1

3 .

that future disturbances will be attenuated by the controller since it is operating
in closed loop. The controller must not then really concern itself with how the
uncertainty affects the system far into the future, since that will be taken care of
by the optimization problem solved at that time.

One way to mitigate the conservativity is to build in an artificial feedback into
the controller, u(k) = f (x(k)), which permits future u(k) to depend on future (at
that time) known states. This will mitigate the conservativity since the built in
feedback will, as with all feedbacks, attenuate the effect the disturbance w has on
the system. The drawback is that even with a simple affine feedback

u(k) = lkx(k) + v(k),

where one optimize over lk and v(k) instead of u(k), the robustified constraints
become non-linear and non-convex, [Löfberg, 2003]. The optimization problem
thus becomes more difficult to solve. We will use another type of feedback, pro-
posed by Löfberg [2003], where the input signal is an affine mapping of past
disturbances

u(k) =
∑
i≤k

lTk,iw(i) + v(k) = Lkw̄ + v(k) (4.22)

where Lk = (lTk,0, l
T

k,1, . . . , l
T

k,k , 0, . . . , 0) and v(k) has the same dimension as u(k).
With this recursion, as we shall see further on, the constraints stay linear in the
decision variables L and v̄. In (4.22) it is assumed that there is no time-delay be-
tween that w(k) becomes known and that u(k) is actuated. If there is a time-delay,
the summation interval can be replaced by i ≤ k − 1. Either way, the recursion
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(4.22) can be written as ū = Lw̄ + v̄, where

L =


L0
L1
...
LN

 =


lT0,0 0 . . . 0
lT1,0 lT1,1 . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...
lTN,0 lTN,1 . . . lTN,N

 (4.23)

where the diagonal elements had been zero if there had been a time-delay. The
number of optimization variables thus increases quite rapidly as it scales, approx-
imately, with N2 instead of linearly as is the case if ū had been optimized directly.
In [Goulart et al., 2006], it was proved that the set of feasible points x(0) is the
same using (4.22) (with the summation i ≤ k − 1) as for u(k) = lkx(k) + v(k).

When using the policy (4.22), the counterpart to (4.11) becomes

(AL + D) w̄ +A v̄ ≤ b̄ + Q x(0), ∀w̄ : Hw w̄ ≤ m̄w. (4.24)

Similarly to (4.16), ifW describes interval constraints, it follows that the robust
counterpart is

(AL + D) w̄mean +A v̄ ≤ b̄ + Q x(0) −Ω 1̄,

−Ω ≤ (AL + D)Tw ≤ Ω.
(4.25)

Here we also needed to add an additional matrix-valued variable Ω to model the
absolute value of |(AL + D)Tw | (cf. with the role D Tw has in (4.16)).

IfW does not have the simple structure (4.12), we can again use the duality based
approach. Each row of the robust constraint is then given by

āTv̄ + m̄T
wλ̄ ≤ b + q̄Tx(0)

HT
wλ̄ − āTLc = d̄

λ̄ ≥ 0

(4.26)

where Lc is the column in L which corresponds to the selected row in AL.

By introducing the recursion (4.22) the size of the derived optimization prob-
lem no doubt becomes larger, for example the number of optimization variables
scales with N2 (due to the introduction of L) instead of N . For the case of using
explicit maximization to derive the robust constraints, the number of constraints
also increases (depending on the structure of A and D) with approximately N2.
However, for the duality based approach, the number of added variables and
constraints depends on the structure and size of Hw rather than on L. The com-
putational cost for using the recursion (4.22) along with the duality approach is
thus equal (apart for the introduction of L) as for when directly optimizing ū. Al-
though computationally more costly, the advantage with using the artificial feed-
back (4.22) is that the conservativity of the robust MPC controller is mitigated,
as is illustrated in the example below.
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4.2 Example
The same system as in Example 4.1 is considered, but now u(k) is allowed to
depend on past disturbances, i.e., a time-delay between the measurement of w(k)
and the actuation of u(k) is assumed.

For a prediction of N = 1 the constraint on the state x(1) is given by

0 ≤ x(0) − v(0) + βw(0) ≤ 100, ∀w(0) ∈ [0, 100],

which gives the robustified constraint

0 ≤ x(0) − v(0) ≤ 100 − β · 100.

The set of initial feasible points are thus the same as when not using the artifi-
cial feedback. With the recursion, the system will however stay feasible for an
arbitrary horizon. Why that is indeed the case can of course be made likely by
simulations but also realized by viewing the constraint for N = 2

0 ≤ x(0) − v(0) + βw(0) − (l1,0w(0) + v(1)) + βw(1) ≤ 100, ∀w ∈ [0, 100].

By using l1,0 = β, which is feasible since β ∈ (0, 1), the effect of w(0) on x(1) is
canceled and the robust constraint reads

0 ≤ x(0) − v(0) − v(1) ≤ 100 − β · 100,

which can be compared with (4.26). By continually using lk,k−1 = β the set of
feasible initial values x(0) will stay constant3.

4.2.2 Objective function

Using the recursion (4.22) leaves a question mark on how to handle the objective
function, as it now contains the uncertainty

J(ū) = J(Lw̄ + v̄).

There, essentially, exist two ways to solve this. One way is to replace all values in
w̄ with the last known value, w(0), and thus optimize the nominal cost

min
L,v̄

J(Lw̄(0) + v̄) (4.27)

where w̄(0) = (w(0), w(0), . . . , w(0))T. The requirements for that the robustified
problem should be convex is then that J is convex in L and v̄. An alternative
to minimizing the nominal cost, is to do the opposite and instead optimize the
worst case cost

min
L,v̄

max
w̄

J(Lw̄ + v̄). (4.28)

With this formulation more restrictions than convexity need to be put on J since
we now require that the objective function is convex after the maximization step.
The maximization step in itself typically also introduce additional requirements
on the nature of J for it to be possible to perform, see [Löfberg, 2012].

3This is, however, not the only option that will maintain feasibility.
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Which one of (4.27) and (4.28) to use is an open ended question whose answer
to a high degree depends on the application at hand. Note, however, that (4.28)
typically requires more of the objective than (4.27) which only requires it to be
convex. For some applications, it might thus be much more difficult to minimize
the worst case cost.

4.3 Robust averaging level control

Generally speaking, for a controller to smooth frequent upsets well, it can not
only focus on filtering the current upset, but must also account for future ones.
This can be achieved by using robust MPC. Optimal flow smoothing is achieved
by using either the mrco or the isrco as objective function while robustness
towards future upsets is obtained by treating future inlet flows as uncertain vari-
ables.

The assumption of a fast varying inlet flow implies that, minimizing the worst-
case scenario, i.e., (4.28), will be more representative than using the nominal cost.
This rules out using the isrco since the maximization then is difficult to perform,
[Löfberg, 2012]. Turning to the mrco, for a prediction horizon of length N the
worst case cost is

min
ū

max
q̄in

max
k

1
Ts
|u(k) − u(k − 1)|, k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1⇔

min
L, v̄

max
q̄in

max
k

1
Ts
|(Lk − Lk−1)q̄in + v(k) − v(k − 1)| , k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1

(4.29)

The optimization problem solved, in every sample instant, can thus conceptually
be written as

min
L, v̄

max
q̄in

max
k

1
Ts
|(Lk − Lk−1)q̄in + v(k) − v(k − 1)| (4.30a)

subject to

y(k + 1) = y(k) + Tskv (qin(k) − Lk q̄in − v(k)) (4.30b)

y(k) ∈ [ymin, ymax] ∀q̄in ∈ [qmin, qmax] , k = 1, 2, . . . , N (4.30c)

Lk q̄in + v(k) ∈ [qmin, qmax]∀q̄in ∈ [qmin, qmax] , k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 (4.30d)

y(0), qin(0), u(−1) known (4.30e)

where u(−1) is the previously actuated input, q̄in = (qin(1), qin(2), . . . , qin(N − 1))T,
v̄ = (v(0), v(1), . . . , v(N − 1))T and L is given by (4.23). The discrete-time dynam-
ics are represented by (4.30b), where u(k) has been replaced with the artificial
feedback (4.22). The constraint (4.30d) is the constraint on the input from Sec-
tion 2.1. The constraint (4.30c) guarantees that the tank level stays within its
bounds for all future values of q̄in. That is also the only requirement put on the
tank level, i.e., it is not required that the controller brings back the level to some
predefined value (cf. the optimal controller in Section 2.4). In a sense, the con-
troller is thus allowed to freely “decide” the optimal tank level, which balances
optimal smoothing with being robust towards future flow upsets.
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The objective of (4.30) can be rewritten using the epigraph formulation

min
L, v̄, ι

max
q̄in

ι

subject to

− ιTs ≤ (Lk − Lk−1)q̄in + v(k) − v(k − 1) ≤ ιTs

(4.31)

The introduced constraint can then be robustified as described in Section 4.2.1
giving rise to linear constraints. The optimization problem (4.30) can thus be
rewritten as a linear program, LP, and solved efficiently by any LP solver.

The formulation (4.30) assumes that the controller has knowledge of qin(k) when
deciding u(k), which is motivated by the fact that, typically, the measurement of
the inlet flow is updated with a much higher frequency than the sampling time
used in the MPC controller. An assumed time delay in the controller does then
not reflect the actual setting in which it operates.

To illustrate the behavior of the robust MPC controller, it is simulated on an arti-
ficial inlet flow. The inlet and outlet flows as well as the resulting tank level are
shown in Figure 4.2. For comparison purposes the figure also shows the behavior
of an MPC controller similar to the one presented in Section 2.3.2 (described in
detail in Section 4.6) that returns the level to 50 %. The inlet flow in Figure 4.2
does not perform any frequent flow changes, but is used to elucidate the different
behavior that the robust MPC controller exhibits compared to a controller with a
pre-defined set-point. While the latter returns the level to 50 % after every upset,
the robust controller adapts the steady state tank level depending on the current
inlet flow value. That this behavior imposes a better filtering of frequent upsets
could be understood by, for example, considering how the two controllers would
have couped with a negative upset between 25 and 35 hours. The standard MPC
controller then has less than 5 % of tank capacity available to surge the upset,
while the robust controller has more than 25 %. The only previously proposed
controller (known to the author) that has a similar behavior as the robust MPC
controller, is the P controller.

4.4 Implementation issues

As discussed in Section 4.2.1, the number of optimizations variables as well as
the number of constraints increase rapidly when using robust MPC as both these
quantities scale with approximately N2. When the size of the optimization prob-
lem increases, so does the time to solve it. Furthermore, the time between mea-
surement and input actuation should be kept small to not introduce undesired
time-delays into the system. Exactly for which prediction horizon, that the solu-
tion time becomes unacceptably long is difficult to say and also depends on the
used hardware and optimization solver. On a 2.67 GHz CPU where the optimiza-
tion problem (4.30) was implemented using YALMIP, [Löfberg, 2004], the Gurobi
Mex interface of [Yin, 2009-2011], the limit is somewhere around N = 40. For
that horizon the optimization is done in 2 − 4 seconds. Increasing the horizon to
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of roubst MPC for a system with kv = 1
3 . Both MPC

controllers were run with N = 20, Ts = 1 and initialized with y(0) = 50 %.
While the standard MPC controller tries to return the level to 50 %, the ro-
bust MPC does not. Instead the steady state tank level is changed depending
on the current inlet flow value.

N = 50, the solution time increases to more than 9 seconds and for N = 60 it
takes roughly 75 seconds to find a solution. One possibility which decreases the
computational complexity is to introduce some structure on L. The effect of this
has, however, not been investigated further.

A maximum horizon of roughly N = 40 is of course rather limited and will in-
fluence the sampling time one can use in the controller. Note, however, that the
sampling time Ts in, e.g., (4.30b) does not necessary have to be the sampling rate
with which the MPC controller is updated. The controller could essentially be
run with a frequency of 20 Hz, while the internally used Ts typically should be
picked considerably larger as is explained in the next section.

4.4.1 Tuning knobs

The robust MPC controller has two tuning knobs, the prediction horizon, N and
the sampling interval, Ts. The standard recommendation for MPC controllers is
that the combination of these, NTs (the actual prediction time), should be long
enough to capture the transient response of the system. This general guideline
seems viable also for this setup.

The steady state tank level has been investigated for different values of N and
Ts by simulating the system with an inlet flow that randomly takes one of the
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discrete values {qmin, qmin + 2, qmin + 4, . . . , qmax − 2, qmax} and then holds that
value for 30 hours. For the case where qmin = 10 % and qmax = 90 % the feed
realization is shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: The flow realization used to investigate the effect of prediction
horizon, N , and sampling time, Ts.

For a tank with kv = 1
3 h−1 and Ts fixed to 1 hour, the steady state tank level

for three different horizons, N = 10, 20 and 40, was investigated. The result is
shown in Figure 4.4. The choice N = 10 is too short to capture the transient of
the system which is in the region of 15 hours. Using N = 20 (enough to capture
the essential step response) and N = 40 (more than twice as long the transient)
does not give rise to any major changes of the mapping.
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Figure 4.4: How the steady state tank level depends on the inlet flow for
different prediction horizons using Ts = 1 and kv = 1

3 .

To provide a measure of the effect N has on the dynamic behavior of the con-
troller, the absolute difference of the outlet flow for different horizons is plotted
in Figure 4.5. That figure reinforces the previous observation that, as long as the
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prediction time is sufficiently long to capture the transient response of the tank,
the behavior of the controller stays more or less the same.
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Figure 4.5: The difference between the outlet flows for different prediction
horizons. The difference between using N = 10 and N = 20 are more than
five times larger than the difference between N = 20 and N = 40. The largest
peaks occur at the end of a transient when the inlet has changed to a value
close to either qmin or qmax.

The recommendation is thus obvious; choose NTs so that the transient of the
system is captured where a small Ts, naturally, is preferable.

4.5 Impact of the inlet flow model

Treating each qin as bounded but unknown is a very conservative model since
it permits the inlet flow to change arbitrarily between every sample. Even for a
frequently changing inlet flow as the one in Perstorp’s application, such a model
assumption does not describe the flow characteristics particularly well. In this
section some extensions of the inlet flow model and their impact on the behav-
ior of the controller will be discussed. The model extensions discussed will be
limited to those that preserve the convexity of the optimization problem.

One straightforward way to model that the inlet flow does not change arbitrarily
fast between samples is to limit the rate with which it can change. This can be
achieved by adding the constraint

|qin(k) − qin(k − 1)| ≤ ξ, k = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1.
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The parameter ξ should lie in the interval [0, qmax − qmin], where ξ = 0 cor-
responds to that the inlet flow is assumed constant for the horizon, while the
choiceξ = qmax − qmin, on the other hand, does not impose any further restric-
tions on the nature of qin than what (4.30) already does. When adding the rate
limit constraints, the optimization problem stays linear but the duality based ap-
proach has to be used to derive the robust counterpart. Therefore, the size of
the problem increases considerably compared to when only (4.30) is used. The
effect on the behavior of the robust MPC when adding the rate limit constraint
has been investigated using ξ = 20, 50 and 80. As can be seen in Figure 4.6, the
robust MPC controller still maintains its level-adapting behavior. The mapping
does, however, look rather irregular. This is due to the fact that, when adding
the constraint on the rate of the inlet flow, the steady state tank level no longer
is explicitly decided by the current value of the inlet flow. Instead, also the tank
level at the time of the upset as well as the sequence in which the upsets occur
affect the steady state tank level. This property is illustrated in Figure 4.7, where
the controller (with ξ = 80) filters an upset from 20 % to 100 % for two initial
values on the tank level. When the level starts at 50 %, the steady state tank level
becomes the expected 100 %. If the tank, on the other hand, starts on 20 %, the
new steady state tank level is 95 %. It is difficult to provide an intuitive explana-
tion for this behavior. The possibility that it originates from non-uniqueness of
the optimization solution has been investigated and several optimization solvers
have also been used. Neither of these have been found to explain the “erratic”
behavior of the controller.
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Figure 4.6: The steady state tank level as a function of the inlet flow for
different assumptions on the maximum rate of change of the inlet flow.
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Figure 4.7: Illustration of the “erratic” behavior of the robust MPC when
limiting ∆qin. The inlet flow change is shown dotted while the result of the
tuning N = 20, ξ = 80 is shown solid and dashed with two different inital
values of the tank level.

As previously discussed, the controller must however use a fairly large Ts which
means that the inlet flow often actually can switch between its minimum and
maximum value between subsequent samples. To still model that the flow does
not vary arbitrarily between qmin and qmax, a constraint on the accumulated flow
variation for the whole prediction horizon can be imposed

|qin(1) − qin(0)| + |qin(2) − qin(1)| +. . .+ |qin(N−1) − qin(N−2)| ≤ γ(qmax − qmin)⇔
N−1∑
i=1

|qin(i) − qin(i − 1)| ≤ γ(qmax − qmin).

With γ = 1 the above description allows the inlet to perform one maximum size
upset or possibly several minor ones over the whole horizon. It does not explic-
itly state that either situation will occur, but that the control action taken should
be robustly optimal for both scenarios. The effect of the use of γ has been inves-
tigated on a system with kv = 1

3 . With the horizon N = 40, the situation where
flow upsets are assumed seldom is represented with the choice γ = 1 while more
frequent flow upsets are modeled with γ = 5. The steady state mapping is shown
in Figure 4.8. We see that although the value of γ has some effect on the steady
state value, even a very conservative model as one upset per 40 samples does not
result in that the controller consistently decides to return the level to 50 %.
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Figure 4.8: The steady state tank level as a function of the inlet flow for
different assumptions on the variability of the inlet flow.

4.6 Simulation results

To give an indication on how well the robust MPC controller would compare with
a standard MPC controller for a frequently changing inlet flow, both controllers
have been evaluated on real data from Perstorp. The data used in the simulation
is the reactor feed for the process segment in Figure 3.1 for the first five months
of 2011. To save simulation time, the data was down-sampled to one sample
per hour and the MPC controllers were updated with the same frequency. In-
ternally, both controllers used Ts = 1 (hour) and the tank was assumed to have
kv = 1

3 , which is roughly the kv of Tank 1 in Figure 3.1. The performance of the
controllers is measured using the mrco and isrco but these quantities are first
normalized with the corresponding value of the inlet flow

||∆u||
||∆qin||

.

This means that a low value as possible is preferable while values larger than 1
signals that the controller indeed performs worse than if there had been no tank
available at all.

The robust MPC controller was run with the initial description of the inlet flow,
i.e., the inlet flow was just assumed to be bounded to the interval [qmin, qmax].
Thus, it was the optimization problem (4.30) that was solved in every sample
instant. The robust MPC used a horizon of N = 30. With this tuning it obtained
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the normalized performances

||∆u||∞
||∆qin||∞

= 0.18 and
||∆u||22
||∆qin||22

= 0.13.

The standard MPC controller used in the evaluation is essentially the optimal
controller proposed by Campo and Morari [1989], described in Section 2.3.2, but
with input constraints added. To avoid misconceptions, it is however restated
here. The optimization problem solved in every sample is

min
u(k)

max
k

1
Ts
|u(k) − u(k − 1)|

subject to

y(k + 1) = y(k) + Tskv (qin(0) − u(k))

y(k) ∈ [ymin, ymax] , k = 1, 2, . . . , N

u(k) ∈ [qmin, qmax] , k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1

y(0), u(−1), qin(0) known

(4.32)

where u(−1) is the last actuated input signal, y(0) the current tank level and qin(0)
the current value of the inlet flow. To obtain integral action the constraint

y(k + N ) = 50 (4.33)

is added, except for when the inlet flow is within 10 % of the boundary. The
controller then might have little flow capacity4 available to bring the level back
to the set-point. This might lead to a rather sluggish behavior, where any flow
imbalance is directly transferred to the outlet, or actually even to an infeasible
optimization problem. To avoid this, the constraint (4.33) is relaxed and replaced
with a penalty term on

|y(k + N ) − 50|
when the inlet is closed to its limits. The tuning of this MPC controller is a deli-
cate business, since the prediction horizon determines how quickly the controller
will return the level to the set-point and thus how aggressive the taken control ac-
tion will be. One way to tune it, as discussed in Section 2.4, is to specify a typical
upset-size and a desired settling time. As we saw in Section 3.2.1, it is however
difficult to give such a specification when flow upsets are frequent. In this case,
the horizons N = 10, 15, . . . , 35, 40, 50, . . . , 100 were all evaluated on the simu-
lation data and the tuning which obtained the best performance was used in the
comparison. The presented performance values for the standard MPC are thus
optimistic estimates of what the controller would obtain in real-life.

The mrco and the isrco for the different horizons are shown in Figure 4.9. The
tuning that obtained the lowest mrco was N = 35. The reason why the mrco
“saturates” for horizons larger than 40 is because all the tunings have problem

4The tank level can at most decrease with kvTs(qin(0) − qmax) and equally increase with
kvTs(qin(0) − qmin).
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Figure 4.9: The mrco and isrco of the outlet flow normalized with that of
the inlet flow for different prediction horizons for the standard MPC con-
troller.

filtering one specific upset. That upset needs to be directly transferred to the
outlet flow, to avoid violating the lower level limit. The inlet flow does, however,
perform even larger changes, but these occur when the tank level is better po-
sitioned, hence the mrco values settle around 0.6 instead of 1. Turning to the
isrco, its value decreases with an increasing horizon, hence a large N could be
deemed optimal. Such a reasoning is, however, a bit fictitious since for approxi-
mately N ≥ 40, the effect of constraining y(k + N ) to 50 % is almost nonexistent.
The controller consistently lets the level vary between its upper and lower limit,
e.g., with N = 100 the level is within 5 % the boundary for 1122 out of 3528
hours. With an increasing horizon, the smoother the change from ymin to ymax
(or vice versa) is performed, and ultimately the lower the isrco becomes. It is
rather surprising that such a “control strategy” indeed achieves such a low isrco
value. This highlights the fact that it is essential to evaluate a controller with re-
spect to several criteria and (of course) to always evaluate its qualitative behavior.
Given the preceding discussion, the reasonable value to label “the optimal tun-
ing” for the standard MPC controller, is N = 35. The performance of this tuning
evaluated to

||∆u||∞
||∆qin||∞

= 0.47 and
||∆u||22
||∆qin||22

= 0.11.

The robust MPC controller thus obtains a considerably better mrco value than
the standard controller while the isrco values are more or less equal. Note, how-
ever, that even with N = 35, does the standard MPC controller position the level
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within 5 % of the level boundaries approximately 15 % of the time. It is thus
questionable if that tuning would be applicable in a real-life setting. Although
themrco and the isrco for the whole data set tell some kind of truth, the picture
is clarified further when also the weekly filtering performance of the controllers
is compared.
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Figure 4.10: The weekly normalized mrco and isrco for the robust MPC
using N = 30 (◦) and the standard MPC with N = 35 (∗).

4.6.1 Weekly performance

To provide a more qualitative measure on the performance of the controllers than
the plain numbers in Figure 4.9, the controllers were also evaluated on a week-to-
week basis. It was assumed that the system was in steady state at the beginning
of each week. The results in this section do thus not represent the actual perfor-
mance or behavior of the controllers in real-life. The reason for not simulating
the controllers with a continuous inlet flow for the whole 5 months, and then
chopping up the data into weeks, is because upsets occurring at the end of one
week might then give rise to strange performance values. The effect of these up-
sets is seen in the outlet flow first in the succeeding week, while the actual upsets
are discounted to the mrco and isrco of the preceding week. It is therefore pos-
sible to obtain normalized weekly mrco and isrco values greater than 1 even
though the controller obtains very good flow smoothing.

The weekly normalized performance is shown in Figure 4.10. The performance
of the robust MPC is more “even” than the standard MPC. Let us investigate
the qualitative performance for two specific weeks: week 6 and week 12. The
former of these represents the week where the relative performance between the
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controllers is the most to advantage of the robust MPC, whereas the opposite
holds for week 12.

The simulation data for week 6 is shown in Figure 4.11. The reason for the poor
performance for the standard MPC controller is that it has as little as 20 % tank
volume available to surge the large downward upset at time 15 − 17 hours. At
t ≈ 33, the standard MPC controller must actually transfer an upset directly to
the outlet to avoid tank overflow. The size of this upset is, however, rather small
and the criterion is thus not affected as much. Nevertheless, the whole purpose
of having a surge tank is counteracted.

Looking at the outlet flow and tank level for week 12 in Figure 4.12, it is evident
that the relative poor performance of the robust MPC during the week is due to
the fact that the inlet performs fairly small infrequent upsets which the de-tuned
standard MPC excels in smoothing. The fact that the upsets alternate between
being upwards and downwards further aids the standard MPC controller.

4.7 Conclusions

By approaching the averaging level control problem via robust MPC, a level con-
troller that filters frequent upsets optimally was obtained. The behavior of the
robust MPC controller differs from most standard level controllers as it does not
return the level to some fixed value after an upset. Instead the steady state tank
level depends on the value of the inlet flow. The behavior of the robust MPC thus
resembles that of the P controller.

The proposed robust MPC controller was also shown to be easy to tune, just se-
lect the prediction time long enough to cover the transient of the system. The
controller also showed promising results when evaluated on real data. The com-
putational burden of using the robust MPC is, however, quite high. This, along
with the fact that the controller would require a non-standard distributed control
system (DCS), limits its industrial applicability. It does, however, provide valu-
able insight into the strategy that should be used to control Tank 1 in the Perstorp
application.

In the sequel, controllers that mimic the behavior of the robust MPC are pro-
posed. The benefit with these is that their control law will be in closed form
(not defined as the solution to an optimization problem). Hence they will pro-
vide closed form expressions on quantities of interest, such as the performance
criteria and settling time. This facilitates an analytical comparison between the
optimal controllers in Section 2.3 and the level-adapting control strategy that the
robust MPC exhibits.
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Figure 4.11: The qualitative behavior of the controllers for week 6. The inlet
flow is shown dotted, the data for the robust MPC solid while the data for
the standard MPC is dashed.
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Figure 4.12: The qualitative behavior of the controllers for week 12. The
inlet flow is shown dotted, the data for the robust MPC solid while the data
for the standard MPC is dashed.





5
Analysis of robustly optimal

averaging level control

The robust MPC controller provides insight into the general manner in which a
controller should achieve optimal filtering of frequent flow upsets: The tank level
should be allowed to vary depending on the current inlet flow level instead of be-
ing returned to a fixed set-point. The simulations results in the previous chapter
showed that the performance improvement using the robust MPC for frequent
flow upsets could be significant. The aim of this chapter is to further analyze the
properties of the level-adapting control strategy. The behavior of the robust MPC
is heuristically mimicked by imposing constraints on the tank level when deriv-
ingmrco and isrco optimal control laws. These controllers provide closed form
expressions on the filtering performance as well as the settling time, while still
closely mimicking the robust MPC. The closed form expressions facilitate an an-
alytical comparison with the previously proposed non-robust optimal controller
of [McDonald et al., 1986] as well as providing lower bounds on the achievable
smoothing performance of any controller also mimicking the robust MPC. The
derived control laws are thus not the main purpose of this chapter and hence we
will limit the analysis to the situation when the system is in steady state. Some of
the ideas and results presented in this chapter have previously been published in
[Rosander et al., 2012a].

First of all the approximation that is performed to mimic the behavior of the
robust MPC is presented in Section 5.1. Using this approximation, an explicit
robustly optimal control law minimizing the mrco is derived in Section 5.2. In
Section 5.3, this controller is evaluated and compared with that of the truly (non-
robust) optimal controller proposed by McDonald et al. [1986]. In Section 5.4,
the isrco robustly optimal controller is derived. Some concluding remarks are
given in Section 5.5.

55
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5.1 Mimicking the robust MPC controller

The feature of the robust MPC controller to be mimicked is the mapping from in-
let flow to steady state tank level shown in Figure 5.1. Inspecting the figure closer,
one realizes that this mapping could probably be very well described by a third or-
der polynomial. In this thesis the mapping will, however, be approximated with
an affine function, which will simplify the derivations and still capture the essen-
tial level-adapting behavior of the robust MPC. The level-adaption is imposed by
enforcing that the controller positions the steady state tank level accordingly

"Steady state tank level" = KSP qin(t) + bSP . (5.1)

In Figure 5.1 the steady state tank level of the robust MPC as well as the one
obtained for the affine mapping is shown. From the figure it follows that the
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Figure 5.1: The steady state tank level as a function of the inlet flow for the
robust MPC with prediction horizon 40 and kv = 1

3 . Shown is also the affine
mapping that will be used when enforcing other control structures to mimic
the robust MPC.

values of the parameters KSP and bSP are

KSP =
ymax − ymin

qmax − qmin
, (5.2a)

bSP =
qmaxymin − qminymax

qmax − qmin
. (5.2b)
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5.2 MRCO robustly optimal control

By adding the constraint (5.1) to the continuous-time optimal controller of Sec-
tion 2.3, a controller that is robustly optimal in sense of the mrco, will be ob-
tained. The main purpose of deriving such a controller is not the control law
itself, but rather the fact that it facilitates the possibility to perform a compari-
son between the robustly and the truly (non-robust) optimal controllers.

The robustly optimal control law is derived for an arbitrary inlet flow change
from q0 to q1 under the assumption that the system is in steady state at the time
of the upset. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that the upset occurs t = 0.
The robustly optimal control law is then the solution to

min
u

sup
t,t′>0, t,t′

∣∣∣∣∣u(t) − u(t′)
t − t′

∣∣∣∣∣
subject to

ẏ(t) = kv(qin(t) − u(t))

qin(t) =

q0, t ≤ 0
q1, t > 0

u(0) = q0, y0 = KSP q0 + bSP
u(T ) = q1, y1 = KSP q1 + bSP ,

u̇(0) = u̇(T ) = 0

T free

(5.3)

The assumption of a system initially in steady state gives that u(0) = qin(0) and
that y(0) is positioned according to the affine mapping (5.1). From the derivations
in [McDonald et al., 1986] (and as presented in Section 2.3.2), the solution to (5.3)
is

u(t) =

q0 +
q1 − q0

T
t, t ∈ [0, T )

q1, t ∈ [T ,∞)
(5.4)

where T is given by the flow imbalance, q1 − q0, and the initial, y0, and final, y1,
tank level

T =
2(y1 − y0)
kv(q1 − q0)

.

Using the imposed constraints, it follows that

T =
2 (KSP q1 + bSP − (KSP q0 + bSP ))

kv(q1 − q0)
=

2KSP
kv

. (5.5)

So for upsets occurring while in steady state, the settling time will be constant re-
gardless of the size of the upset. For upsets when not in steady state, the robustly
optimal control law is the solution to a similar optimization problem as (5.3) but
with u(0) , q0 and y0 , KSP q0 + bSP . Before venturing further with the compar-
ison between the truly and robustly optimal controllers, note that the open loop
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control input (5.4), just as the optimal controller, can be written as a non-linear
feedback

u(t) = q1 ±

√
(q1 − q0)2 −

(q1 − q0)
KSP

(y(t) − y0). (5.6)

The robust controller does, however, not need to be augmented with a PI con-
troller to obtain the desired steady state tank level as the non-robust controller
does.

That the presented control law exhibits the same optimal filtering of frequent up-
sets is illustrated by letting the two control laws (5.6) and (2.22) filter a sample
inlet flow which performs fairly frequent upsets. The inlet flow starts at 50 %
and performs an upset of 10 % every five hours. The PI controller in (2.22) was
tuned with Kc = −0.2, TI = 60, which gives a less fast response than the tuning
used in Section 2.3.2 and thus affects the criterion more. Figure 5.2 shows the re-
sulting tank level, the outlet flow and the derivative of the outlet flow for the two
controllers. Initially the optimal controller performs better but its performance
deteriorates and the step from 70 % to 80 % has to be very rapidly transferred to
the outlet flow to avoid violating the level constraints. The robust controller on
the other hand filters all the upsets equally well. The combination of the used PI
tuning and the frequency with which the upsets occur are, admittedly, selected to
illustrate the weakness of using a fixed set-point when flow upsets are frequent.
A somewhat tighter tuning would in this case have performed better, but it would
have still existed an inlet flow sequence that would have yielded a similar result
as the one shown in Figure 5.2.

5.3 Evaluation of MRCO robustly optimal control

We will now consider the performance of the two controllers for infrequent inlet
flow upsets. For this comparison some simplifying assumptions are made:

(i) The times in between upsets are sufficiently long, so that following an upset,
the system has time to reach steady state1 prior to the next one.

(ii) The effect the PI controller has on the criterion for the optimal controller is
neglected, but it is still assumed that the tank level is brought back to the
set-point.2

(iii) In the derivations ymin, ymax, etc will be used but when numerical values
are presented 0 % and 100 % are used.

The assumptions (i) and (ii) yields that it is sufficient to just consider a single
step for a system in steady state. Note, that assumption (i) is far more restrictive

1Strictly speaking it takes infinite time for the control law (2.22) to reach steady state, but for all
practical purposes it will. For instance, steady state could be defined as being 5 % away from the
set-point.

2For the MPC formulation of [Campo and Morari, 1989] this can be fulfilled as seen in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 5.2: The robustly optimal controller (solid) and the non-robust opti-
mal controller (dashed) for inlet flow steps of size 10 % every five hours and
kv = 1

3 .

for the optimal controller than the robust one since the former has considerably
longer settling time.

Let us start with the non-robust controller. The assumption of steady state yields
that the optimal controller initially has the tank level at r. In the analysis it is
assumed that the set-point is right in between the tank level boundaries

r =
ymax + ymin

2
. (5.7)

It then follows that T for the optimal controller is given by

T =
2(y1 − r)
kv(q1 − q0)

.
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Using (5.7) along with the fact that y1 = ymax if q1 > q0 and y1 = ymin if q1 < q0,
gives that T can be written as

T =
ymax − ymin

kv |q1 − q0|
. (5.8)

Furthermore, the construction of KSP and bSP implies that

ymax = KSP qmax + bSP ,

ymin = KSP qmin + bSP .
(5.9)

Inserting this into (2.21) gives the performance index

JOP T =
|q1 − q0|
T

=
kv

KSP (qmax − qmin)
(q1 − q0)2 , (5.10)

where the subscript OP T is used to denote that it is the performance value of the
optimal controller.

Turning to the robustly optimal controller, T is given by (5.5). This gives the
performance index

JROB =
kv

2KSP
|q1 − q0| (5.11)

where the subscript ROB is used to distinguish it from the (non-robust) optimal
controller.

Known q0 and q1

Let us start the comparison by considering some fixed values of q0 and q1. In
Table 5.1 the performance for three combinations are shown. Explaining the fig-

Table 5.1: Performance of the optimal and robust controller for some fixed
inlet flow steps using kv = 1.

q0 q1 JROB JOP T

20 % 40 % 10 4

20 % 90 % 35 49

30 % 80 % 25 25

ures in the table is easy, the control scheme which uses the larger part of the tank
to surge the upset obtains the best flow filtering. In the last case both controllers
use the same tank volume (50 %) and thus also obtain equal performance. This
means that for infrequent but large upsets, the robust controller will actually per-
form better than the optimal controller. Vice versa the optimal controller excels
at smoothing small upsets.

Expected performance for random q0 and q1

Given the insight from the previous section, let us now evaluate the average per-
formance of the two controllers. To follow standard mathematical notation we
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will let Q0 and Q1 be random variables and q0 and q1 be actual realizations of
these random variables. The average performance of the controllers is then given
by

E [J(Q0, Q1)] =

∞∫
−∞

∞∫
−∞

J(q0, q1)ϕ(q0, q1)dq0dq1 (5.12)

where J(q0, q1) is either JROB or JOP T and ϕ(q0, q1) is the joint probability density
function of Q0 and Q1. To clarify: It is not assumed that there is a stochastic
process describing qin(t), still only step changes are considered, but when a step
occurs, it is distributed according to the distribution ϕ(q0, q1). It is thus also still
assumed that upsets are sufficiently infrequent for the system to have time to
reach steady state in between the flow changes.

Let us investigate the case where Q0 and Q1 are independently distributed

ϕ(q0, q1) = ϕQ0
(q0)ϕQ1

(q1) (5.13)

and all values between qmin and qmax are equally probable. This corresponds to
that Q0 and Q1 are independently uniformly distributed

ϕQ0
(q0) = ϕQ1

(q1) =
1

qmax − qmin
. (5.14)

Starting with the optimal controller, it follows using (5.10) that

E [JOP T ] =
kv

KSP (qmax − qmin)
×

qmax∫
qmin

qmax∫
qmin

(q1 − q0)2 1
qmax − qmin

1
qmax − qmin

dq0dq1 =

=
kv(qmax − qmin)

6KSP
,

(5.15)

and analogously for the robust controller

E [JROB] =
kv

2KSP
×

qmax∫
qmin

qmax∫
qmin

|q1 − q0|
1

qmax − qmin

1
qmax − qmin

dq0dq1 =

/ qmax∫
qmin

|q1 − q0|dq0 =

q1∫
qmin

(q1 − q0)dq0 +

qmax∫
q1

(q0 − q1)dq0

/

=
kv(qmax − qmin)

6KSP
.

(5.16)

Surprisingly, the two controllers achieve the same average performance. We
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know from Table 5.1 that the robustified controller performs better for larger
upsets while the optimal one is better for smaller ones. Obviously if we average
over all possible values, the performance values of the controllers become equal.

The assumption of independently uniformly distributed Q0 and Q1 does admit-
tedly not describe real data particularly well. There often exists some condition-
ing, e.g., (5.13) does not hold, and values & 60 % are often more likely since fac-
tories typically are run close to their maximum capacity. It is, however, difficult
to provide a general description of such distribution but for a specific problem
ϕ could of course be estimated from historical data and (5.12) used to obtain an
indication of which controller that is preferable. It is also the case that, at least
conceptually, the affine mapping could be replaced with a higher order mapping
which is tailored to maximize the performance for a given ϕ.

5.4 ISRCO robustly optimal control

The mrco robustly optimal controller compared well with the non-robust op-
timal controller. In this section, a robust control law minimizing the isrco is
derived. The performance of the isrco robustly optimal controller provides a
lower bound for other controllers that also mimics the robust MPC controller
by using the affine mapping (5.1). Robustly optimal smoothing, in terms of the
isrco, is obtained by solving

min
u
||u̇||22

subject to

ẏ(t) = kv (qin(t) − u(t))

qin(t) =

q0, t ≤ 0
q1, t > 0

u(0) = q0, y0 = KSP q0 + bSP
u(T ) = q1, y1 = KSP q1 + bSP
u̇(0) = 0, u̇(T ) = 0

T free

(5.17)

Just as for the mrco case, it is assumed that the system is in steady state when
the upset occurs and that it again should be in steady state after T time units.
The robustness towards future inlet flow changes is obtained by fixing the steady
state tank levels according to the affine mapping (5.1). Since it is assumed that
the system will stay in steady state, it holds that

||u̇||22 =

T∫
0

u̇(t)2 dt.

The optimization problem can thus be solved using Pontryagin’s maximum prin-
ciple, [Bertsekas, 2005], which amongst other considers the solution to problems
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of the form

min
u

T∫
0

f0(x(t), u(t))dt

subject to

ẋ(t) = f (x(t), u(t))

x(0) = x0, x(T ) = x1

u(t) ∈ U, T ≥ 0 free

(5.18)

where x(t) is the state of the system and f describes the possibly non-linear dy-
namics of the system. As presented in [Bertsekas, 2005], the optimal open-loop
input then satisfies

λ̇(t) = − d
dx
H(x∗(t), u∗(t), λ(t)) (5.19a)

H(x∗(t), u∗(t), λ(t)) = min
u∈U

H(x∗(t), u(t), λ(t)) = 0 ∀t ∈ [0, T ] (5.19b)

λ0 = const ≥ 0 (5.19c)

where λ = (λ0, λ1, . . . , λn)T, n is the dimension of the state vector and the Hamil-
tonian, H , is given by

H(x, u, λ) = λT
(
fo(x, u)
f (x, u)

)
(5.20)

As derived in Appendix 5.A, the solution to (5.17) is given by

u(t) =

q0 +
kv(q1 − q0)(6KSP − kv t)t

9K2
SP

, t ∈ [0, T )

q1, t ∈ [T ,∞)
(5.21)

where T = 3KSP
kv

. The settling time is thus 50 % longer than for the robust mrco
optimal controller. The objective evaluates to

3KSP
kv∫

0

2kv(q1 − q0)
3KSP

−
2k2

v (q1 − q0)t

9K2
SP

2

dt =
4kv(q1 − q0)2

9KSP
. (5.22)

The two robustly optimal control laws are illustrated in the example below.
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5.1 Example
An upset from 40 % to 80 % is considered for a tank with kv = 1

3 h−1.

The robustly mrco optimal outlet flow is then given by

u(t) =

40 +
20
3
t, t ∈ [0, 6)

80, t ∈ [6,∞)

while its isrco counterpart is

u(t) =

40 +
40

(
6 − 1

3 t
)
t

27
, t ∈ [0, 9)

80, t ∈ [9,∞)

The system response using these outlet flows is shown in Figure 5.3. For compar-
ison purposes, the simulations results using the robust MPC to smooth the same
upset, are also shown.

5.5 Concluding remarks

Using insight gained from robust MPC, non-linear controllers that filters fre-
quent upsets optimally were derived. They provide closed form expressions on
the lowest achievable filtering performance when mimicking the level-adapting
control strategy that the robust MPC exhibits. It was also shown that the level-
adapting strategy actually could obtain the same flow smoothing as the non-
robust optimal controller proposed by McDonald et al. [1986] even for infrequent
upset. The actual control laws derived are, admittedly, not directly applicable for
process industry as they are difficult to implement without the use of specialized
software, hence linear alternatives will be sought.
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of the robustly optimal isrco (solid) and mrco
(dashed) control laws for a system with kv = 1

3 suffering an upset from 40 %
to 80 % when in steady state.



Appendix

5.A Derivation of the ISRCO optimal control law

First we note that (5.17) is not on the standard form (5.18). This can be obtained
by introducing an artificial input v = u̇ and augmenting the state vector. The
new state vector is thus x = (y, u)T, where y is the tank level and u is the actual
outlet flow. The dynamics of the system is then given by

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bqin
qin(t) + Bvv(t)

where

A =
(
0 −kv
0 0

)
, Bqin

=
(
kv
0

)
, Bv =

(
0
1

)
. (5.23)

Introduce a joint constraint for the initial and end values for the tank level and
outlet into the vectors x0 and x1 as

x0 =
(
KSP q0 + bSP

q0

)
, x1 =

(
KSP q1 + bSP

q1

)
. (5.24)

The optimal control problem (5.17) is then equivalent to

min
v

T∫
0

v(t)2 dt

subject to

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bqin
qin(t) + Bvv(t)

qin(t) =

q0, t ≤ 0
q1, t > 0

x(0) = x0, x(T ) = x1

v(0) = 0, v(T ) = 0

T free

(5.25)

66
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When solving the problem the standard case with λ0 > 0, and the pathological
case when λ0 = 0 are dealt with separately. In the latter, the cost integral does
not affect the criterion and since that is the only cost element, one could expect
that the situation λ0 = 0 will not be optimal.

The case λ0 > 0

Without loss of generality, [Bertsekas, 2005], it is assumed that λ = 1. This gives
the Hamiltonian

H(x, v, λ) = v2 + λ1(−kvu + kvqin) + λ2v. (5.26)

The adjoint equation (5.19a) gives thatλ̇1 = 0
λ̇2 = −kvλ1

⇒

λ1 = c1

λ2 = −kvc1t + c2
(5.27)

for some constants c1 and c2. Inserting this into (5.26) and minimizing the Hamil-
tonian

min
v

v(0)=v(T )=0

v2 + c1kv(−u + qin) + (c2 − kvc1t)v

= min
v

v(0)=v(T )=0

(
v − kvc1t − c2

2

)2

−
(
kvc1t − c2

2

)2

+ c1kv(−u + qin),
(5.28)

yields the optimal artificial input

v(t) =


0, t ≤ 0
c1kv t − c2

2
, 0 < t < T

0, t ≥ T

(5.29)

Using that H(x∗, v∗, λ) = 0 for all t ∈ [0, T ], we evaluate it for t = T

H(x∗(T ), v∗(T ), λ) = −
(
kvc1T − c2

2

)2

+ c1kv(−q1 + q1) = 0⇔ c2 = kvc1T . (5.30)

The value of the state vector at t = T then evaluates to

u(T ) = q0 +
c1kvT

2 − 2c1kvT
2

4
= q0 −

c1kvT
2

4
(5.31a)

y(T ) = KSP q0 + bSP + kvT (q1 − q0) +
k2
v c1T

3

6
(5.31b)

Using the end-value constraint x(T ) = x1 gives

− c1kvT
2

4
= q1 − q0 (5.32a)

kvT (q1 − q0) +
k2
v c1T

3

6
= KSP (q1 − q0) (5.32b)
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Rewriting (5.32b) gives that T evaluates to

kvT (q1 − q0) − 2T kv
3

(
−kvc1T

2

4

)
︸       ︷︷       ︸

=q1−q0

= KSP (q1 − q0)⇔

kvT
3

(q1 − q0) = KSP (q1 − q0)⇔ T =
3KSP
kv

.

(5.33)

The constant c1 can then be found by inserting this into (5.32a)

−
9K2

SP c1

4kv
= q1 − q0⇔ c1 =

−4kv(q1 − q0)

9K2
SP

. (5.34)

The optimal outlet flow when λ0 > 0 is thus given by

u(t) = q0 +
c1kv t

2 − 2c2t
4

= q0 +
kv(q1 − q0)(6KSP − kv t)t

9K2
SP

. (5.35)

Ultimately, the objective evaluates to

3KSP
kv∫

0

2kv(q1 − q0)
3KSP

−
2k2

v (q1 − q0)t

9K2
SP

2

dt =
4kv(q1 − q0)2

9KSP
. (5.36)

The case λ0 = 0

λ0 = 0 in (5.26) along with the expression for λ1 and λ2 from (5.27) give the
Hamiltonian

H = c1kv(−u + qin) + (c2 − kvc1t)v. (5.37)

The optimal input is thus given by

v(t) =


0, t ≤ 0
c0, 0 < t ≤ t′

c′ , t′ < t < T

0, t ≥ T

(5.38)

where c0 and c′ are constants of opposite sign and t′ is the time when c2 − kvc1t
changes sign, i.e., c2 − kvc1t

′ = 0. Since H(x∗, v∗, λ) = 0∀t ∈ [0, T ] it must hold
for t = t′ , from which it follows that

H = c1kv(−u∗(t′) + q1) + (c2 − c1kv t
′)︸         ︷︷         ︸

=0

c0 = 0⇔

u∗(t′) = q1.

(5.39)

So, the outlet flow will have obtained its end-value, q1, at the time t′ and we shall
now see what implications this have. Let us consider the case q1 > q0 (q1 < q0
follows analogously), it then follows that c0 > 0 and c′ < 0 since u̇ > 0 is needed
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initially to obtain u(t′) = q1. If then c′ is deployed for t ∈ (t′ , T ], u will decrease.
But since u(t′) = q1 already, the only possibility that the constraint u(T ) = q1 will
be fulfilled is if t′ = T (or equivalently c′ = 0). Consequently, the optimal input
is

v(t) =


0, t ≤ 0
c0, 0 < t < T
0, t ≥ T

(5.40)

Recognizing this expression as the derivative of the mrco optimal control law
from Sections 2.3 and 5.2, it follows that

c0 =
kv(q1 − q0)

2KSP
, T =

2KSP
kv

.

The outlet flow is then given by

u(t) = q0 +
kv(q1 − q0)

2KSP
t

and the performance criterion evaluates to

kv(q1 − q0)2

2KSP
which obviously is larger than (5.36). Hence, the open loop control law (5.35) is
the optimal solution to (5.17).





6
Linear control of surge tanks

suffering from frequent flow upsets

In the previous chapter we investigated the idea to mimic the robust MPC con-
troller by enforcing other controllers and control structures to position their
steady state tank level according to an affine mapping. In this chapter, two linear
controllers that mimic the robust MPC are presented and analyzed. They can
be rather straightforwardly implemented in an industrial control system. Com-
pared to the optimal non-linear controllers and the robust MPC, these linear con-
trollers thus have larger applicability for the process industry. The drawback
is that some filtering performance is lost compared to the robustly optimal con-
trollers presented in Chapter 5. Most parts of this chapter have previously been
published in [Rosander et al., 2012b].

The obvious linear controller that displays the same level-adaption as the robust
MPC, is the P controller. The properties of this controller and some implementa-
tion aspects are discussed in Section 6.1. In Section 6.2 a novel control structure
is proposed with a PI controller that also adapts the steady state tank level. In
Section 6.3 the optimal tuning of this PI controller is derived. With this tun-
ing, the noise sensitivity of the P and the proposed PI controller are analyzed in
Section 6.4. The proposed controllers are compared to a standard PI controller
and the result is presented in Section 6.5 before the chapter is concluded in Sec-
tion 6.6.

6.1 P controller

The P controller is the obvious choice of a linear controller that displays the same
behavior as the robust MPC controller, as has been discussed in the preceding
chapters. Here the performance and some implementation aspects will be stud-

71
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ied. To simplify the readability, a condensed presentation of the controller will
be given.

As presented in Section 2.5, a P controller is given by

u(t) = Kp(r − y(t)) + bp = −Kpy(t) + Kpr + bp︸    ︷︷    ︸
b̃p

, (6.1)

and to mimic the robust MPC, the parameters should be chosen according to

Kp = −
qmax − qmin

ymax − ymin
,

b̃p =
qminymax − qmaxymin

ymax − ymin
.

(6.2)

For an inlet flow step change from q0 to q1 when in steady state, the mrco and
isrco performance values of the P controller evaluate to

||u̇||22 = −
(q1 − q0)2kvKp

2
,

||u̇||∞ = −|q1 − q0|kvKp,
(6.3)

where the minus signs come from the fact that Kp < 0 is needed to obtain stability.
Given this information, the P controller will now be further analyzed.

6.1.1 Performance evaluation

In Chapter 2 it was shown that the P controller gives quite poor flow smoothing
in terms of the mrco. In that chapter, the comparison was made with “non-
robust” controllers. Comparing its performance, (6.3), with the robustly optimal
controllers from Chapter 5 provides an evaluation on how well the P controller
matches against the robustly optimal. By noting that KSP = − 1

Kp
for the affine

mapping (5.1-5.2) and using the performance expressions for the robustly opti-
mal controllers, (5.11) and (5.22), we can conclude that in terms of the isrco
the performance of the P controller is only 12 % worse, while the mrco actually
is twice as bad. In terms of the isrco, the P controller thus compares very well
with the optimal controllers. The difference inmrcowould preferably have been
less. Still, the P controller is a much simpler control structure than the optimal
controller, so there should not come as a surprise that some performance might
be lost.

6.1.2 Implementation aspects

The P controller is conceptually easy to implement, just specify the limits on qin
and y and use (6.2) to obtain Kp and b̃p. Implementing these in a DCS is, however,
a bit more tricky. First of all the “true” bias parameter bp is typically not avail-
able since it is used to obtain bump less transfer between manual and automatic
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operating mode. This means that the set-point has to be selected according to

r =
b̃p
Kp

to obtain the desired b̃p value. To have a set-point (that the operators cannot
change), the controller could, e.g., be put in cascade mode and the set-point pro-
vided by some external calculation block. The behavior of the controller with
respect to the specified set-point will, however, be unconventional. The steady
state tank level and the specified set-point will not coincide. The risk is thus that
the controller is perceived as not functioning correctly and hence disconnected.
A considerable training of the operators is probably necessary to avoid this type
of situation.

6.2 PI controller with variable set-point

The drawback with the P controller is that it obtains bad flow filtering in terms
of the mrco and, perhaps more importantly, risks being misinterpreted as mal-
functioning due to its unconventional behavior with respect to the set-point. To
remedy these two concerns, a novel control structure using a PI controller is pro-
posed. By letting the set-point, provided to the PI, change depending on the
current inlet flow value, the control structure will adapt the tank level similar to
the robust MPC. A block diagram of the proposed control structure is shown in
Figure 6.1.

Controller

MAP

kv
s

r

qin

+u − y

Figure 6.1: Block diagram of the proposed PI controller.

In the figure, the block MAP calculates the set-point to the controller using

r(t) = KSP qin(t) + bSP , (6.4)

where KSP and bSP are given by (5.2). It is thus easy to see what tank level the
controller is trying to obtain and r = y will also, eventually, be obtained. To be
able to automatically change the set-point of the PI controller, it needs to be put
in a mode that receives an external set-point. The change between automatic and
manual operating will be handled by the DCS as with any standard PI controller.

Let us now investigate this control structure closer. First, it is noted that since bSP
is constant its effect on the system will eventually reach its steady state value. In
the subsequent analysis, the effect of bSP on u and y is therefore not considered
and the analysis will only focus on qin.
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6.2.1 Transfer functions

The block Controller in the block diagram in Figure 6.1 is a standard PI controller
with a β-factor on the set-point

U (s) = Kc

(
βR(s) − Y (s) +

1
TI s

(R(s) − Y (s))
)
. (6.5)

Using R(s) = KSPQin(s) + bSP
s (and neglecting the effect bSP has), the resulting

closed loop dynamics become

Y (s) =
kv (TI s − KcβKSP TI s − KcKSP )

TI s2 − kvKcTI s − kvKc
Qin(s),

U (s) =
Kc

(
βKSP TI s

2 + (KSP − kvTI )s − kv
)

TI s2 − kvKcTI s − kvKc
Qin(s).

(6.6)

6.3 Tuning of the PI controller

When adapting the set-point of the PI controller, the steady state tank level will
be the same as for the P controller (as well as for the robustly optimal controllers).
The PI controller is, however, dynamic and thus there is a risk that it will have a
step response with, for example an overshoot. Such behavior can not be tolerated,
since that could result in violation of the level constraint if the flow is close to
qmin or qmax. It is thus required that the PI controller is tuned so that the transfer
functions (6.6) give rise to a step response without over- or undershoots1.

Before turning to investigate the under- and overshoots of the system, it is first
noted that the controller has a direct term from the inlet to the outlet flow

βKcKSP .

A step in the inlet flow will thus give a discontinuous outlet flow which obviously
contradicts the main idea of using surge tanks. It is also the case that neither the
isrco nor the mrco as defined by (2.3) and (2.5) exist for discontinuous outlet
flows. The obvious choice is thus β = 0 which will decouple the outlet from the
inlet flow. This modification yields the closed loop transfer functions

Y (s) =
kv (TI s − KcKSP )

TI s2 − kvKcTI s − kvKc
Qin(s), (6.7a)

U (s) =
Kc ((KSP − kvTI ) s − kv)
TI s2 − kvKcTI s − kvKc

Qin(s). (6.7b)

Both systems are thus of the form

K
s + z

(s + p1)(s + p2)

1Strictly speaking this is only required close to the boundary and might thus be obtained with a
non-linear gain.
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for which there exist necessary and sufficient conditions to give a step response
without under- or overshoots. The requirements, as derived in [Kwon et al., 2002],
are real stable poles and that the zero is farther away from the origin than the
rightmost pole. The requirement are summarized as

<{−p1, −p2} <0,

={p1, p2} =0,

max<{−p1, −p2} ≥ − z
(6.8)

where <{ · } and ={ · } denote the real and imaginary part, respectively. The
resulting step response will actually be monotone and henceforth we will refer to
monotonicity as the sought property.

As derived in Appendix 6.A the system defined by (6.7a) and (6.7b) has a mono-
tone step response if and only if

TI >
KSP
kv

, (6.9a)

Kc ≤ −
4
kvTI

, TI ∈
(
KSP
kv

,
2KSP
kv

]
, (6.9b)

Kc ≤
kvTI

KSP (KSP − kvTI )
, TI >

2KSP
kv

. (6.9c)

The constraint (6.9a) guarantees that the zeros are in the left half plane, while
(6.9b) and (6.9c) guarantee real valued poles that are farther away from the origin
than the zeros. The permitted area, defined by (6.9), is shown in Figure 6.2 for
some numerical values of kv , KSP and bSP .
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Figure 6.2: The shaded area represents the permitted region for
kv = 1

10 , KSP = 1 and bSP = 0. The optimal tuning, minimizing the isrco,
for these system parameters is also shown as a cross.
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6.3.1 Optimal performance for a step upset

Provided that the parameters fulfill (6.9) how should they be chosen to achieve
optimal filtering? If the isrco is minimized, the optimal tuning can be derived
analytically. Under the assumption of a step disturbance2 of size (q1 − q0), we
thus want to find the solution to

min
Kc , TI

J = ||u̇||22

subject to

U (s) =
Kc ((KSP − kvTI ) s − kv)
TI s2 − kvKcTI s − kvKc

q1 − q0

s

TI >
KSP
kv

Kc ≤ −
4
kvTI

, TI ∈
(
KSP
kv

,
2KSP
kv

]
Kc ≤

kvTI
KSP (KSP − kvTI )

, TI >
2KSP
kv

(6.10)

The optimal value will either be obtained on the boundary or at a stationary point.
By investigating these possibilities, an analytical expression for the optimal val-
ues on Kc and TI can be derived.

Kc and TI not on the boundary

For Kc and TI not on the boundary, the system is an over damped second order
system whose time response is

u̇(t) = K

(
(z − p1)e−p1t − (z − p2)e−p2t

p2 − p1

)
where K = Kc(q1−q0)(KSP −kvTI )

TI
and −p1, −p2 and −z are the poles and zero of (6.7b),

see (6.22) and (6.23). Squaring and integrating the obtained expression gives the
performance value

J =
(2kvTIKSP − K2

SP − k
2
vT

2
I )Kc + kvTI

2kvT
2
I

(q1 − q0)2. (6.11)

Investigating this expression closer, we note that

∂J
∂Kc

=(2kvTIKSP − K2
SP − k

2
vT

2
I )(q1 − q0)2 =

− (kvTI − KSP )2 (q1 − q0)2 < 0.
(6.12)

The objective function thus decreases with an increasing Kc. Hence, it will be
optimal to choose Kc on the boundary.

2Note that, in contrast to, a standard PI controller (e.g. the ones described in Section 2.3.1), the
size of the step does not have any effect on what upset sizes the controller can handle (c.f. Amax in
(2.13) and (2.14)). It is already built into the structure that the system will stay within bounds for all
upsets between qmin and qmax.
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Kc on the boundary

With Kc on the boundary, there exist two possibilities as either (6.9b) or (6.9c)
will hold with equality. For

Kc =
kvTI

KSP (KSP − kvTI )
,

pole zero cancellation occurs (regardless of TI value) and the PI controller obtains
the same isrco as the P controller

kv
2KSP

(q1 − q0)2. (6.13)

For Kc = − 4
kvTI

, the system has a double pole and obtains

J =
5k2

vT
2
I + 4K2

SP − 8kvTIKSP
2k2

vT
3
I

(q1 − q0)2. (6.14)

The optimal TI -value for (6.14) can be derived by solving

d J
dTI

=0,
d2 J

dT 2
I

> 0⇔

5k2
vT

2
I − 16kvTIKSP + 12K2

SP

−2k2
vT

4
I

=0,
5k2

vT
2
I − 24kvTIKSP + 24K2

SP

k2
vT

5
I

> 0

yielding

TI =
6KSP
5kv

. (6.15)

Inserting this into (6.14) gives the optimal objective function value

J(K∗c , T
∗
I ) =

25kv
54KSP

(q1 − q0)2. (6.16)

Concluding, the tuning which minimizes the isrco for an inlet flow step distur-
bance is

Kc = − 4
kvTI

,

TI =
6KSP
5kv

.
(6.17)

Inserting the optimal TI value into the expressions for Kc, gives that Kc = −10
3KSP

.
The gain is thus constant regardless of the size of the tank. With this tuning, the
mrco of the controller evaluates to

||u̇||∞ =
10|q1 − q0|kve−

1
2

9KSP
. (6.18)

Let us compare the performance for the proposed PI controller with that of the
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Table 6.1: The performance values for an inlet flow step change for the pro-
posed PI controller, the P controller and the robustly optimal controllers.

Controller mrco isrco

PI 10e−0.5kv
9KSP

25kv
54KSP

P kv
KSP

kv
2KSP

Robustly optimal kv
2KSP

4kv
9KSP

robustly optimal controllers and the P controller. In Table 6.1, the performance
expressions for both the linear and non-linear controllers are summarized. For
the isrco, the PI controller performs 4 % worse than the optimal controller but
7 % better than the P controller. In terms of the isrco, there is thus not much
difference between the linear controllers and the optimal non-linear controller.
For the mrco, the difference in performance between the controllers is larger, as
the optimal controller outperforms the PI with 35 % which in turn is 33 % better
than the P controller. If instead parameters minimizing the mrco are used3, the
mrco of the PI could have been improved with approximately 5 %.

The tuning (6.17) and the resulting outlet flow and tank level for the proposed PI
controller is illustrated in the example below.

6.1 Example
The same setup as the examples in Chapter 2 is considered, i.e., an upset from
40 % to 80 % for a tank with kv = 1

3 and KSP = 1. The system parameters give the
tuning

Kc = −3.33 and TI = 3.6 h.

The result of this tuning is shown in Figure 6.3. For comparison purposes, also
the outlet flow and tank level of the P controller is shown. As can be seen in the
figure, there is not much of a difference in the qualitative behavior of the two
controllers. The performance of the PI controller for this upset evaluates to

||u̇||∞ = 9.0

||u̇||22 = 247

whereas the P controller obtains

||u̇||∞ = 13.3

||u̇||22 = 267

3When minimizing the mrco, there do however not exist any closed form expressions.
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Figure 6.3: Illustration of averaging level control for the proposed PI (solid
line) and the P controller (dashed) for a system with kv = 1

3 .

6.4 Noise sensitivity

The proposed PI control structure outperforms the P controller in terms of fil-
tering performance as well as being easier to interpret from an operator point of
view. So far, the assumption has been that there is no noise on the measurements
of the inlet flow or the tank level. When that is considered, it is obvious that the
PI controller needs to be augmented with low-pass filters before it can be deemed
industrially applicable.

6.4.1 Level measurement noise

Both controllers are affected by noisy level measurements and any bias in the
measurements will give rise to a steady state offset in the tank level. That effect
will, however, be negligible and the interesting question is instead how the outlet
flow is affected by additive noise, wy , on the level measurement. The transfer
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functions describing the effect wy has on u for the PI and P controller are given
by

U (s) =
−Kcs (TI s + 1)

TI s2 − kvKcTI s − kvKc
Wy(s), (6.19a)

U (s) =
−Kps

s − Kpkv
Wy(s). (6.19b)

The bode diagrams for (6.19a), using the isrco optimal tuning (6.17), and (6.19b)
for a system with kv = 1

3 h−1 and KSP = 1 are shown in Figure 6.4. Since the PI
controller uses a higher gain, Kc = −10

3 , compared to the P controller, Kp = −1, it
is naturally more sensitive to high frequency noise. Low pass filtering the level
measurement is thus probably necessary if the PI controller is used.
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Figure 6.4: Bode diagram of the transfer functions relating level measure-
ment noise to outlet flow. The P controller is shown solid while the PI con-
troller using the isrco optimal tuning is plotted with a dashed line.

6.4.2 Inlet flow measurement noise

The proposed PI controller also use an additional measurement, the inlet flow.
This measurement will also be afflicted with noise, hereafter denoted wqin

. Simi-
lar to noise on the level measurement, will a bias on the inlet flow measurement
give rise to a steady state offset in tank level since the set-point will be given by

r(t) = KSP
(
qin(t) + wqin

(t)
)

+ bSP .

Turning to its effect on the outlet flow, the transfer function is given by

U (s) =
KcKSP s

TI s2 − kvKcTI s − kvKc
Wqin

(s). (6.20)

The bode diagram of (6.20) for the isrco optimal tuning, (6.17), when kv = 1
3

and KSP = 1 is shown in Figure 6.5. With this tuning, there is thus a substantial
risk that noise on the flow measurement will affect the performance of the PI
controller quite substantially. The obvious way to mitigate this effect is to extend
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the static mapping (6.4) with a low pass filter

R(s) =
KSP

sTf + 1

(
Qin(s) + Wqin

(s)
)

+
bSP
s
,

where Tf should be chosen to supply sufficient damping at the peak frequency of
(6.20). When adding a low pass filter in the set-point calculation it is also possible
to use β , 0 without having the controller directly transferring inlet flow changes
to the outlet. Simulations indicate that to obtain satisfying filtering performance,
it is indeed necessary to include β as a design parameter, but a full analysis of
this remains to be done.
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Figure 6.5: Amplitude plot for the transfer function (6.20) relating inlet flow
measurement noise and outlet flow when the PI controller is tuned according
to (6.17).

6.5 Simulation results

The filtering performance of the proposed controllers will be compared to a stan-
dard PI controller using the same data as in Section 4.6. The proposed PI con-
troller is hereafter denoted Var-PI, whereas the standard PI controller which
uses a fixed set-point is abbreviated Fix-PI. To improve the handling of flows
close to qmin and qmax, the Fix-PI controller was allowed to use an outlet flow be-
tween −5 % and 105 %. Furthermore, the Fix-PI used the tracking anti-windup
scheme in [Tharayil and Alleyne, 2002] with the tracking gain equal to the reset
time, 1

Ta
= 1

TI
.

To provide a direct comparison with the performance values of the MPC con-
trollers in Chapter 4, the inlet flow was again down-sampled to one hour inter-
vals. The linear controllers were run in continuous-time, but when calculating
their performance, only one sample per hour was used.

The Var-PI controller was tuned using (6.17), while the P controller was tuned
according to (6.2).

As discussed in Chapter 3, the tuning of a standard PI controller when flow up-
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Table 6.2: Normalized performance values for the proposed Var-PI con-
troller, the P controller as well as two tunings of the Fix-PI controller.

Controller mrco isrco

Var-PI 0.22 0.12

P 0.28 0.13

Fix-PI2 0.32 0.20

Fix-PI∞ 0.27 0.24

sets are frequent, can be quite complicated. To avoid this complication and to
provide optimistic results for the achievable performance of a standard PI con-
troller, the parameters

Kc = −0.1, −0.2, . . . , −3, TI = 0.5, 0.6, . . . , 50

were all simulated on the initial data and their performance evaluated. The tun-
ing which obtained the lowest mrco value was

K∞c = −1.1 and T∞I = 7.5 h,

where the superscript ∞ is used to denote that it was the infinity norm that was
minimized. The tuning which obtained the lowest isrco was

K2
c = −0.8 and T 2

I = 2.9 h,

where the superscript 2 is used to denote that the two norm was minimized.

The performance for the whole data set for the different controllers is summa-
rized in Table 6.2. Comparing these values with those of the MPC controllers in
Section 4.6, we see that, in terms of the mrco, the Var-PI controller loses some
performance compared to the robust MPC controller, while the isrco is slightly
better. Furthermore, the relative performance between the P controller and the
Var-PI controller on the simulation data agrees with the previously derived ana-
lytical results. The performance of the Fix-PI controller, despite being optimally
tuned for the actual data, could still not outperform the P and Var-PI controller.

6.5.1 Weekly performance

To provide a more qualitative measure on the performance of the controllers than
the plain numbers in Table 6.2, the controllers were also evaluated on a week-to-
week basis. It was assumed that the system was in steady state at the beginning of
each week. See Section 4.6 for a discussion on why this is a legitimate assumption.

The weekly normalized performances are shown in Figure 6.6. The P and Var-PI
controllers always perform better than the Fix-PI controllers and the relative per-
formance between the different controllers are almost constant. To also provide
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a qualitative measure on the performance of the controllers, the simulation data
for the Fix-PI∞ and the Var-PI controllers for week 6 is shown in Figure 6.7. The
reason for not displaying the data for all four controllers is because that would
limit the visibility of the plot. Furthermore, there is not much difference between
the two Fix-PI controllers nor between the Var-PI and the P controller. The two
PI controllers behave as expected, the Fix-PI tries to return the tank level to 50 %
following an upset while the Var-PI lets the level follow the inlet flow. In gen-
eral, the Fix-PI controller does not let the level vary as much as the standard MPC
controller used in the simulations in Section 4.6. For this specific flow realization,
the Fix-PI controller thus filters the upset after 15 hours better.

6.6 Summarizing comments

Two linear controllers that mimic the level-adapting property of the robust MPC
have been discussed. In a direct comparison between these, the benefit of the
proposed Var-PI controller is a somewhat better filtering performance as well
as being easier to interpret. The drawback is that the Var-PI controller displays
poor robustness towards noisy level and flow measurements. The controller thus
needs to be augmented with low pass filters to be industrially applicable.
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Figure 6.6: The weekly normalized mrco and isrco for the Var-PI con-
troller (◦), the P controller (+), the Fix-PI∞ controller (∗) and the Fix-PI2

controller (�).
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Appendix

6.A Monotone step response

The necessary and sufficient requirements for a monotone step response is that
the poles, −p1 and −p2, and zeros, −z, of the transfer functions

Y (s) =
kv (TI s − KcKSP )

TI s2 − kvKcTI s − kvKc
Qin(s), (6.21a)

U (s) =
Kc ((KSP − kvTI ) s + kv)
TI s2 − kvKcTI s − kvKc

Qin(s). (6.21b)

fulfill

−<{p1, p2} <0,

={p1, p2} =0,

max<{−p1, −p2} ≥ − z

The poles of the system are placed in

{−p1,−p2} =
kvKcTI ±

√
k2
vK

2
c T

2
I + 4kvKcTI

2TI
, (6.22)

where −p1 is assumed to be the rightmost one, i.e., corresponding to +√. . .. The
zeros of (6.21a) and (6.21b) are placed in

− zqin,y =
KcKSP
TI

, −zqin,u =
kv

KSP − kvTI
, (6.23)

where the notation zqin,y and zqin,u is used to denote the zero from qin to y and
u, respectively. Since kv and TI are positive, stable poles are obtained iff Kc < 0.
For the poles to be real, the expression within the square root in (6.22) has to be
positive

k2
vK

2
c T

2
I + 4kvKcTI ≥ 0⇔Kc ≤ −

4
kvTI

. (6.24)
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The requirement −zqin,y ≤ −p1 gives that

KSPKc
TI

≤
kvKcTI +

√
k2
vT

2
I K

2
c + 4kvTIKc

2TI
⇔

0 ≤
−2KSPKc + kvKcTI +

√
k2
vT

2
I K

2
c + 4kvTIKc

2TI
.

(6.25)

Since the denominator is positive it follows that

(2KSP − kvTI )Kc ≤
√
k2
vT

2
I K

2
c + 4kvTIKc︸                     ︷︷                     ︸
>0

. (6.26)

The right-hand-side is positive by definition and since Kc < 0, the inequality is
trivially satisfied for 2KSP − kvTI ≥ 0. If 2KSP − kvTI < 0, both sides of the
inequality will be positive and we can thus square the expression to obtain

K2
c (4K2

SP − 4KSP kvTI ) − 4kvTIKc ≤ 0⇔−Kc(−Kc(4K2
SP − 4KSP kvTI ) + 4kvTI ) ≤ 0.

Using −Kc > 0 and

KSP − kvTI < 2KSP − kvTI < 0, if KSP > 0,

it follows that

−4 KcKSP (KSP − kvTI )︸         ︷︷         ︸
<0

+4kvTI ≤ 0⇔Kc ≤
kvTI

KSP (KSP − kvTI )
.

Thus to have a monotone step response from qin to y it is required that

Kc ≤
kvTI

KSP (KSP − kvTI )
if TI >

2KSP
kv

Kc ≤ −
4
kvTI

if TI ≤
2KSP
kv

(6.27)

Turning to the step response from qin to u, a necessary condition to fulfill
−zqin,u ≤ −p1 is that the zero lies in the left half plane

− zqin,u < 0⇔ TI >
KSP
kv

. (6.28)

That fulfilled it then follows that

kv
KSP − kvTI

≤
kvKcTI +

√
k2
vT

2
I K

2
c + 4kvTIKc

2TI
⇔

2kvTI − α(kvKcTI +
√
k2
vT

2
I K

2
c + 4kvTIKc)

2αTI
≤ 0,

(6.29)
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where α , KSP − kvTI . Since α < 0 it follows that

−α
√
k2
vT

2
I K

2
c + 4kvTIKc︸                         ︷︷                         ︸
≥0

≥ kvTI (αKc − 2). (6.30)

For a negative right-hand side

Kc ≥
2

KSP − kvTI
(6.31)

the inequality is trivially fulfilled and if not both sides can be squared to obtain
the requirement

Kc ≤
kvTI

KSP (KSP − kvTI )
. (6.32)

So, the requirement is that either (or both) of (6.31) and (6.32) plus the constraint
(6.28) hold, for the step response from qin to u to be monotone. Since

−4
kvTI

≤ kvTI
KSP (KSP − kvTI )

⇔(kvTI − 2KSP )2 ≥ 0, (6.33)

the constraints on Kc imposed by (6.27) are thus more restrictive than (6.31) and
(6.32). Consequently, the latter two do not impose any additional restrictions on
Kc. Combining (6.27) and (6.28) concludes the derivation.





7
Industrial case study - revisited

The previous chapters have dealt with the control of a single buffer tank sub-
jected to a frequently changing inlet flow. In a sense, these chapters answer the
question how to control the first tank of the process segment presented in Chap-
ter 3, provided that Tank 1 is the only buffer tank available. In this chapter, the
flow smoothing when several tanks are available is briefly addressed. The in-
sight from Chapter 4, that it is beneficial to adapt the steady state tank level is
assumed to hold also in this case, although without any robust MPC simulations
that reinforces the assumption.

Tuning averaging level controllers in sequence is tricky. For standard PI con-
trollers, there is a risk that flow variations are amplified instead of smoothed
when multiple tanks are used, see Cheung and Luyben [1979a]. That situation
can, however, be avoided by ensuring that the individual closed loop systems do
not have their peak response at the same frequency.

This chapter will not provide definite answers, but rather highlight some unan-
swered questions when multiple tanks are used for flow smoothing. Implementa-
tion aspects as noise sensitivity and other issues will not be considered, the focus
is instead on the overall control and tuning strategy that should be used.

7.1 Model of the process segment

For the simulations performed in this chapter a simplified model of the process
segment shown in Figure 3.1 will be used. To separate the different parts of the
segment, an additional subscript is added to all parameters. For example, Kc,1
is the gain of the (PI) controller for Tank 1 while kv,3 is the inverse of the filling
time for Tank 3.
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The columns will be modeled as constant gains, Ki , i = 1, 2, 3. This is a simpli-
fication since they are, of course, dynamic processes. The columns are, however,
tightly controlled, making the used model fairly valid. The time constant of the
reactor is also short compared to the hold-up time of the tanks. The reactor is
thus disregarded and the reactor feed is assumed to be the inlet flow to Tank 1.

The minimum and maximum capacity of the outlet flows from the tanks are as-
sumed to equal that of the inlet flow, i.e., (2.2b) is assumed to hold for the indi-
vidual tanks. For the actual application, the outlet flows actually have a larger
capacity than the inlet flows, but that is not considered. The lower flow limit,
qmin, is assumed to be 0 % for all process flows. This is not the lower flow limit
for the actual application since it is costly to stop the columns. For flows below
a certain limit, the columns are thus kept running by recirculating the product.
The assumption of equal flow capacity of the different tanks gives that

qmin,1 = qmin,2 = qmin,3 = 0,

qmax,1 = 100,

qmax,2 = 100 ·K1,

qmax,3 = 100 ·K1 ·K2.

The size of the buffer tanks and the assumed flow capacities give that the kv for
the different tanks are

kv,1 =
3

10
,

kv,2 =
4K1

3
,

kv,3 =
12K1K2

25
.

The minimum and maximum tank level of the tanks are set to 20 % and 80 %,
respectively. The parameters describing the affine mapping, see (5.1) and (5.2),
are thus given by

KSP ,1 = 0.6, bSP ,1 = 20,

KSP ,2 = 1.03, bSP ,2 = 20,

KSP ,2 = 0.95, bSP ,3 = 20.

7.2 Simulation of P and VAR-PI control

The previous chapters showed that to average a frequently changing inlet flow, it
is necessary to adapt the steady state tank level. Two linear controllers, the P and
Var-PI controller, which do that were presented. These two have been simulated
for the whole process segment using the simple model described above. The P
controllers were tuned using the tuning rules (6.2), while the Var-PI controllers
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Table 7.1: The used controller tuning of the P and Var-PI controller for the
shown simulation.

Tank 1 Tank 2 Tank 3

Var-PI Kc,1 =−5.6, TI,1 =2.4 Kc,2 =−3.3, TI,2 =1.6 Kc,3 =−3.5, TI,3 =3.8

P Kp,1 = −1.7 Kp,2 = −1.7 Kp,3 = −1.7

were tuned using (6.17). All Var-PI controllers were thus tuned to smooth inlet
flow step changes optimally. The used control parameters are summarized in
Table 7.1.

The results of simulating a single week are shown in Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2.
These figures also show the actual flows and tank levels from real life for the
considered week. While the simulated data are nearly indistinguishable from one
another, there is a major difference between the simulated and the real data. This
difference is partly down to the simple model used in the simulations, but also
due to the fact that the controllers used for the real data have a fixed set-point.

In Figure 7.1, we also see that the maximum capacities of the outlet flows indeed
are greater than assumed as the real data, e.g., often uses more than 100 %. When
the outlet flow has greater capacity than the inlet, the constraints (6.9), which
guarantees monotonicity of the Var-PI controller can be slightly relaxed. The P
controller, on the other hand, is a static controller and can thus not easily exploit
any differences in the capacity between the inlet and outlet flow.

The normalized mrco and isrco performance are shown in Table 7.2 where one
sample every 6th minute was used when calculating the values to remove the
effect of noise. Comparing the performance values for the simulated and the real
data is difficult, as the latter is afflicted with noise and the used simulation model
is very simple. The overall look of the outlet flows in Figure 7.1 does, however,
show that the real outlet flows indeed vary much more than the simulated ones.
These variations can hardly be fully explained by properties that the simulation
model fails to capture.

The performance values in Table 7.2 also confirm the results from Section 6.5 as
the Var-PI controller obtains better flow smoothing than the P controller for u̇1.
It is, however, the case that using sequential P controllers gives slightly better
performance than using sequential Var-PI controllers as can be seen by the ob-
tained smoothness of u̇2 and u̇3. This highlights the fact that the tuning (6.17) of
the Var-PI controller is only optimal for inlet flow step changes. For other inlet
flow characteristics, other tuning laws or guidelines have to be derived. It should
also be mentioned that the real life controllers have been re-tuned after this data
was saved and their performance nowadays is better.
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Figure 7.1: Reactor feed and the outlet flows from the different tanks. Real
data is shown dotted, Var-PI data solid and P controller data dashed. The
flows are normalized so that each flow lies between its assumed upper and
lower limit.
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Table 7.2: Normalized mrco and isrco values of the P and Var-PI con-
troller as well as for the real data for the considered week.

Var-PI P Real data

||u̇1||∞ 0.084 0.113 0.562

||u̇1||22 0.062 0.066 1.029

||u̇2||∞ 0.034 0.032 0.460

||u̇2||22 0.012 0.011 0.889

||u̇3||∞ 0.019 0.018 0.621

||u̇3||22 0.005 0.004 0.380
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Figure 7.2: Tank levels for the real data (dotted), simulated Var-PI (solid)
and P control (dashed).
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7.3 Flow smoothing using multiple buffer tanks

When having several buffer tanks available for flow smoothing, the achievable
filtering performance naturally increases, but so does the degrees of freedom.
The question how to actually tune a specific controller naturally still remains,
but with multiple tanks, also the order in which the tuning is performed has to
be considered. Furthermore, if the Var-PI controller is used, the possibility to
coordinate the set-point changes of the separate controllers also exists. These
considerations will be briefly addressed and some of the issues that arise will be
discussed.

7.3.1 The order in which to perform the tuning

There exist two fundamentally different ways on how to perform the tuning of
multiple level controllers. Either the tuning of all controllers is jointly considered
by formulating and solving an optimization problem. The other alternative is to
tune each controller to be locally optimal and hope that the overall performance
of the controllers are satisfying. Tuning each controller separately will indeed be
much easier, and the only valid reason to tune the controllers jointly by solving
an optimization problem is if the achieved performance is greatly improved.

When tuning each controller individually, the natural choice is to start with the
most upstream tank and then go downstream. This is because tuning a controller
requires a description of the inlet flow which in turn requires knowledge of the
upstream processes and how they are controlled. Another reason for performing
the tuning by following the process flow is that, although some flow might be
more important to keep smooth than the others, it is not likely the case that, that
should be obtained by letting some other upstream flow vary excessively. For
example, keeping the flow to Column 3 smooth in the Perstorp application is
indeed vital but should not be obtained at the cost of a very varying outlet flow
from, e.g., Tank 1.

7.3.2 Tuning of multiple averaging level controllers

As the simulation results in Table 7.2 show, the tuning of the Var-PI controller
has to be extended so that it accounts for other inlet flow descriptions than a step
change. One way would be to consider the inlet flow as a low pass filtered step

Qin(s) =
1

sTq + 1
1
s
.

The tuning of the Var-PI controller would then depend on the parameter Tq,
where as Tq → 0, the tuning (6.17) would be obtained.

7.3.3 Coordinating the set-point changes

One possibility when having multiple Var-PI controllers deployed closely to-
gether in a sequence, is to coordinate their actions by changing their set-points
using the same upstream flow. In the Perstorp application, the reactor feed could,
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for example, be used to, not only change the set-point of the controller for Tank 1,
but also the succeeding two tanks. The tuning of the separate controllers should
most likely also account for this, making the tuning more involved. The resulting
control structure will also be fairly complicated. For this to be a viable approach,
the performance improvement must thus be quite substantial.

7.4 Summarizing comments

There are many unsolved issues that arise when multiple buffer tanks are used
for flow smoothing. For the Perstorp application, the most important change is
probably to change from standard PI controllers to a controller which does not
have a fixed set-point. It is rather straightforward to account for the fact that
several tanks are used, when performing the tuning. Other alternatives, such as
coordinating the set-point changes of the different controllers, seem less simple
to perform. All these questions remains, nonetheless, to be investigated.





8
Concluding remarks

In this chapter the contributions of the thesis will be summarized and possible
future research directions discussed.

8.1 Conclusions

The problem of obtaining satisfactory flow filtering in the presence of frequent in-
let flow changes was addressed. For a frequently changing inlet flow, individual
upsets can not be treated as separate events as has previously been the case when
designing and tuning averaging level controllers. By describing the smoothing
problem in a robust MPC framework, a controller which achieves optimal flow
smoothing while being robust towards future upsets, was obtained. The key con-
cept of the robust MPC was to not return the tank level to a fixed set-point follow-
ing an upset, but instead let the level vary in accordance to the value of the inlet
flow. This insight were used to heuristically impose robustness towards frequent
flow upsets on other control structures.

Non-linear robustly optimal controllers that mimic the robust MPC were then
derived. Although perhaps not industrially applicable, they provide closed form
expressions on the achievable filtering performance for the level-adapting strat-
egy that the robust MPC displays. The level-adapting behavior was also imposed
on a PI controller by changing its set-point according to an affine mapping from
the inlet flow. In a comparison with a standard P controller, which also does not
return the level to a fixed set-point, the PI controller showed a somewhat better
filtering performance while being less robust towards measurement noise. The PI
controller is, however, attractive from a pedagogical perspective as its behavior
relative to the level set-point is more intuitive than that of the P controller.
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The filtering performance of the proposed controllers has been evaluated for both
infrequent and frequent flow upsets. For the former, a statistical analysis showed
that the level-adapting controllers indeed achieve comparable flow smoothing as
the standard controllers even for infrequent inlet flow changes. For frequent up-
sets, the controllers were evaluated by means of a simulation study using real
input data from Perstorp AB. Even though the standard controllers were opti-
mally tuned for the used data set, they failed to obtain the same performance as
the proposed controllers.

8.2 Future work

The future work can be divided into two different parts. One part solely involves
the averaging level control problem for frequent flow upsets. The other is a re-
cently started project which aims to take a more comprehensive view on the use
of buffer tanks and how different requirements such as, handling of stoppages,
minimization of flow variations, meeting of customer demands etc. is affected by
(and effects) the management of buffer tanks.

8.2.1 Averaging level control

A less computationally costly execution of the robust MPC controller can be ob-
tained by using explicit MPC. Offline calculations result in a mapping from the
initial conditions of the optimization problem; the current tank level and inlet
flow as well as the previously actuated outlet flow, to the optimal input, u∗(0).
The robust MPC can then be run with a higher sampling frequency, than if the
whole optimization problem has to be solved on-line.

Before being able to use the proposed PI controller in an industrial application
the question marks surrounding its sensitivity to measurement noise need to be
straightened out. The control structure should be extended with a low pass fil-
ter in the mapping from inlet flow to set-point. In doing this, the controller
should also use a β factor to improve the flow smoothing. Different controller
parametrizations need to be investigated and guidelines on the tuning derived.

The assumption on equal range of the inlet and outlet flows does not hold in
general. The case where the outlet flow has greater capacity permits, e.g., the
outlet to have a response with a small under- or overshoot. How this affects the
tuning for optimal flow performance needs to be investigated.

The use of multiple surge tanks deployed close together, with only one or a few
other processes in between them, is also an area of interest. By considering this in
the tuning of the controllers and by coordinating their action, e.g., by changing
the set-points of all controllers using the same upstream flow, the obtained flow
smoothing might be improved. For the Perstorp application the set-points to
Tank 2 and 3 could, for example, be given by the flow from the reactor instead of
the actual inlet flows to the tanks. The optimal controller tuning for Tank 2 and
3 also differs from the one used for Tank 1 since they do not need to surge inlet
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flow step changes but rather the low pass filtered outlet from the first tank.

Another interesting question is to evaluate the performance criteria used to quan-
tify “good flow smoothing”. The ones used in this thesis, the mrco and isrco,
capture different properties of the outlet flow but the relevance these have on the
performance of the downstream processes needs to be analyzed. The answer will
of course depend on the nature of the downstream processes and how they are
controlled, but perhaps it will be possible to provide some general guidelines.

8.2.2 Buffer tank management

Buffer tanks are also used for other purposes than flow smoothing. For exam-
ple, they are used to ensure fast response to customer demands or to allow for
some production even when there are stoppages. One specific case of the latter,
addressed in [Lindholm, 2011], is the handling of disturbances on utilities. For
these applications, the objective is no longer to keep the rate of the outlet flow
small, but rather to maximize the profit or minimize the cost.

How different requirements, such as meeting a varying customer demand, han-
dling of disturbances and other production stoppages, affect the buffer tank man-
agement will be investigated in a recently started project between the process
industry centres at Linköping and Lund University together with Perstorp AB.
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